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★ ★ THIRTY YEARS WAR ★ ★

SWEDISH INFANTRY

1 Musketeer Firing.
2 Musketeer Advancing.
3 Pikeman Receiving.
4 Pikeman Advancing.
5 Sergeant with Halberd.
6 Drummer.

7 Officer.

8 Standard Bearer.

9 Dismounted Dragoon Firing Fusil.
10 Artilleryman with Rarhmer.
11 Artilleryman with Shot.
12 Artilleryman Firing Gun.

SWEDISH CAVALRY

T.Y.W.C. 1 Cuirassier with Sword Raised.
T.Y.W.C. 2 Cuirassier Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 3 Cuirassier Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 4 Cuirassier Standard Bearer.

T.Y.W.C. 5 Dragoon with Fusil.
T.Y.W.C. 6 Dragoon Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 7 Dragoon Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 8 Dragoon Standard Bearer.
T.Y.W.C. 9 Mounted Foot Officer.

ARTILLERY

T.Y.W.A. 1 Heavy Culverin.
T.Y.W.A. 2 Medium Field Gun.
T.Y.W.A. 3 Light 4 pdr. Regimental Gun.
T.Y.W.A. 4 Galloper Gun.

RECOMMENDED HORSES

FOR CAVALRY

E. 1 Pulling Up (Double Holsters).
E. 2 Galloping (Double Holsters).
E. 3 Cantering (Double Holsters).
E. 4 Trotting (Double Holsters).
E. 5 Standing (Double Holsters).
E. 6 Galloping (No Holsters).
E. 7 Trotting (No Holsters).
E. 8 Rearing Up (Double Holsters).
M. 2 Leather Harnessed Trotting.
M. 5 Leather yarnessed Charging.
M. 8 Leather Harnessed Walking.

Many of the figures in our ECW range could also be utilised
for this period. The Swedish Army at one time fielded 3.000
bowmen and always had a large contingent of Scottish
Infantry. The Imperialist Army might sometimes include
figures from our Renaissance series also, such as the
Polish Winged Hussar.

IMPERIAL INFANTRY

T.Y.W. 31 Musketeer Firing with Rest.
T.Y.W. 32 Musketeer Advancing.
T.Y.W. 33 Pikeman Receiving.
T.Y.W. 34 Pikeman Advancing.
T.Y.W. 35 Sergeant with Halberd.
T.Y.W. 36 Drummer.

T.Y.W. 37 Officer.
T.Y.W. 38 Standard Bearer.
T.Y.W. 39 Dismounted Dragoon Firing Musket.
T.Y.W. 40 Artilleryman with Rammer.
T.Y.W. 41 Artilleryman Laying Gun.
T.Y.W. 42 Artilleryman Firing Gun.

IMPERIAL CAVALRY

T.Y.W.C. 31 Cuirassier with Sword.
T.Y.W.C. 32 Cuirassier Firing Pistol.
T.Y.W.C. 33 Cuirassier Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 34 Cuirassier Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 35 Cuirassier Standard Bearer.
T.Y.W.C. 36 Carabinier Firing.
T.Y.W.C. 37 Carabinier Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 38 Carabinier Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 39 Carabinier Standard Bearer.
T.Y.W.C. 40 Dragoon with Long Musket.
T.Y.W.C. 41 Dragoon Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 42 Dragoon Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 43 Dragoon Standard Bearer.
T.Y.W.C. 44 Hussar.

T.Y.W.C. 45 Hussar Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 46 Hussar Trumpeter.
T.Y.W.C. 47 Croat.

T.Y.W.C. 48 Croat Officer.
T.Y.W.C. 49 Mounted Foot Officer.

PERSONALITIES

T.Y.W.C.X. 1 Gustavus Adolphus.
T.y.W.C.X. 2 Wallenstein.

T.Y.W.C.X, 3 Tilly.
T.Y.W.C.X. 4 Bernard of Saxe-Weimar.
T.Y.W.C.X. 5 Pappenheim.
T.Y.W.C.X. 6 Furstenburg.
T.Y.W.C.X. 7 Banner.

T.Y.W.C.X. 8 Horn.

T.Y.W.C.X. 9 Cuirassier General.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

AND MANY THANKS TO YOU ALL

WHEN IN LONDON VISIT

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (UK) LIMITED

13, GILLINGHAM STREET, LONDON S.W.I

See you at the 1978

MODEL ENGINEER

EXHIBITION

CATALOGUE 7Sp

RIDER lip

HORSE 15p

GUN 55p

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 QRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel:20ll55



I^HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
JkmU MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

25mm

One Piece Casting (OPC)

OPC 6 French Line Infantry Colonel
0PC19 British Hussars trooper
OPC20 British Hussars Officer

0PC21 British Hussars trumpeter
OPC22 British Hussars standard bearer

OPC23 American Civil War Union Colonel

OPC24 American Civil War Confederate Colonel

m ̂

NOVEMBER RELEASES

FIRST EQUIPMENT FOR
75mm COLLECTORS

75mm Equipment (75/)
75/A Early field piece 1580-1650 - £12.00
75/B Heavy gun limber (suitable for 75/A) - £5.00

A/EX7 m SERIES
French Napoleonic 8 pdr and 12 pdr guns

Equipment (25/)
25/00 Dowel sided baggage wagon - all periods - £1.20
25/OE Small catapult with sling. Roman to

Itledieval - £0.70

Equipment Groups (EG)
EG30 British Napoleonic Coehorn Mortar Party. 4 men carrying

mortar, 1 officer, gunner with rammer and bucket, gunner
carrying powder barrel, donkey with shot load. - £1.20

EG33 Light Renaissance baggage wagon, shields arranged on
top cover, driver on seat, two horses in tandem - £1.65

EG44 Horse drawn two wheeled powder cart. 16th -19th
century - £1.20

FIRST OF A NEW 80mm SERIES

PLANNED EDITIONS EACH MONTH

80mm Figures (80/)
80/1 American Civil War Zouave Sergeant 14th New York
80/2 Wounded Confederate soldier

£4.50
EACH

WATCH OUR COLUMNS

FOR EXCITING NEW RELEASES

The HinchHffe Handbook £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price List 12p.

We recommend HUMBROLi
AUTHENTIC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products

Our manufacturer in the'U.S.A - Heritage Models Inc., 9840 Monroe Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas 75220
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A WARGAMERS SELECTION FROM
MINDEN BOOKS

NAPOLEON: THE LAST CAMPAIGNS
by Lt. Col. James Lawford.

This book looks at Napoleorfs war of survival after Moscow. New maps and
diagrams show the strategic moves of Napoleon and the Allies, and how they faced
each other at Dresden, Leipzig, Brienne, Montmirail, Ligny, Quatre Bras and,
finally, Waterloo. The author is senior lecturer at the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, and is an expert on the Napoleonic period. E6.95 plus 86p p. & p.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGNS IN MINIATURE

by Bruce Quarrie.

In this wargamers guide to the fviapoleonic Wars, Bruce Quarrie, editor of 'Airfix
Magazine', describes fhe main campaigns and battles, the organisation and
uniforms of the main armies, how to scale down miniature armies, fighting
campaigns, and provides a revised version of the well known Airfix rules.
£4.95 plus 54p p. & p.

ARMIES OF 1812 — THE FRENCH ARMY

by Otto von Pivka
A highly detailed account of the French army and its allies during the invasion of
Russia in 1812, including full uniform information. Orders of Battle, numerous
maps, graphs, and illustrations, many in colour. £7.95 plus 54p p. & p.

BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

by Curt Johnson and Mark McLaughlin.
Twelve major battles of the war are described in detail and illustrated with maps and
diagrams, contemporary documents, drawings and photographs. There are
biographies of 24 generals, and a concise history of the war. £6.95 plus 86p p. & p.

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA
£6.50 plus 66p p. & p.

THE ARMY OF FREDERICK THE GREAT
£6.50 plus 66p p. & p,

by Chris Duffy.

In these two definitive works, Chris Duffy examines the organisation, tactics,
formations and leadership of the Austrian and Prussian armies during the Seven
Years War. The text is supported by line drawings, chans, diagrams and detailed
battle plans.

RENAISSANCE ARMIES

by George Gush.
Describes the organisation, equipment, flags and tactics of all the major armies of
the renaissance period from 1480 to 1650. Profusely illustrated.
£4.25 plus 54p p. & p.

THE CAVALIER ARMY

by Brigadier Peter Young and Wilfrid Emberton.
A comprehensive account of the recruitment, training, dress and equipment, tactics
and campaign life of the Royalist army in the English Civil War. Fully illustrated.
£6.75 plus 54p p. & p.

THE SELEUCID ARMY

by B. Bar-Kochva.

The organisation and tactics of the Seleucid armies from 312 to 129 B.C. trjgether
with accounts of their major campaigns. Includes troop formations and frontages,
weapons and uniforms, recruitment and training. £5.50 plus 54p p. & p.

THE GREEK ARMIES
£2.95 plus 54p p. & p.

THE ROMAN ARMIES
£2.95 plus 54p p. & p.

by Peter Connolly
These two books describe the organisation, tactics and dress of Greek soldiers
from the siege of Troy to Alexander the Great and Roman soldiers from the
Republic to the Empire. Colour illustrations on every page.

THE ARMY OF THE CAESARS

by Michael Grant.
A penetrating study of the Roman military machine up to 476 AD and its role in the
Empire. £8.50 plus 66p p. & p.

ATLAS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Edited by Brigadier Peter Young.
250 maps illustrate every aspect of military operations on land, sea, and air.
Photographs and a comprehensive text support the maps. £7.50 plus 86p p. & p.

PANZER — THE ARMOURED FORCE OF THE

THIRD REICH.

by Mathew Cooper and James Lucas.
Describes the ever-changing organisation of the Panzer Divisions, their vehicles
and equipment, and their tactical use; illustrated with detailed campaign studies
from different stages of the war. Maps and photos. £4.95 plus 54p p. & p.

PANZER ARMY AFRICA

by James Lucas.
The war in the desert described from the German side. The men and their

equipment; their allies and commanders; tactics and terrain; the course of the war.
Illus. maps & photos. £6.95 plus 54p p. & p.

JANE'S WORLD ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES

Edited by Christopher F. Foss.
The most comprehensive work on modern AFVs in the English language. Gives
detailed specifications and development history of every known AFV in the world,
including many still in the development stage. Covers the full range of AFVs from
main and light battle tanks, APCs and self-propelled guns, mobile anti-aircraTt
systems, engineering and recovery vehicles. 480 photos - many of which afe
published for the first time. £7.95 plus 86p p. & p.

THE SAMURAI — A MILITARY HISTORY

by S. R. Turnbull.

This is the most authoritative account of Samurai life and warfare to be published
outside Japan. Illustrated with contemporary prints and paintings most of which
have never been previously published in this country. £8.00 plus 86p p. & p.

Ordering Instructions
Write stating which titles you require enclosing CASH WITH ORDER.
Add on the amounts of postage indicated but orders over £15 in value are sent post free. Allow two weeks
for delivery.
Overseas

Please pay by either sterling cheque or I. M O. or write us a cheque in your own currency adding 75p to cover
our bank charges. Allow suitable time for delivery by surface mail.

MINDEN BOOKS
9 MARKET PLACE, MILDENHALL,
SUFFOLK IP28 7EF

Tel: Mildenhall 714115



Scimitar—£2.44 Range Rover—£1.13 Bedford 4-ton Open — £2.37 Alvis Stalwart — £2.57

Land Rover 8i Trailer—£1.98 Alvis Stalwart —£2.57 Bedford 4-ton Covered —£2.60 Scorpion— £2.44

Also Available: Lorry Loads — £1.00; Sundry Stores —
£0 92; Shell Shattered Tree Kit A — £2.32; Shell Shat
tered Tree Kit B — £1.78; Etched Leaves — £0.82 per pkt.
(available in Oak Ash or Small Leaf in 1 /32 & 00 scales);
Etched Stainless Steel Barbed Wire — £1.49 (6" x 3"
sheets available in 1 /32, HO/OO, and 1:100 scales).

Coming Shortly: Soviet — Gaz Jeep; Gaz Jeep with
Snapper Missile; BTR 60; BTR 50; BTR 40; ZSU 57; T54.
West German — Luchs 8-Wheel Armoured Car. French
— AMX 10-Wheel Armoured Car. American — M60 A1;
M60A2. Assorted Military Figures.

S.A.E. for complete lists. AH prices quoted are inclusive
ofV.A. T. For postage and packing add 10% to listed prices.

Shell Shattered Tree Kit 'B' and Stalwart

ALL ITEMS WILL BE ON VIEW ON STAND NO. 72 AT THE 47th MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION FROM
JANUARY 5th to JANUARY 14th. 1978.



Heroics & Res Figures
specialists in 1/300th scaie
Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quaiity tin-iead aiioy-

NEW! Modern AFV's: /^/?>4/VC£; AMX-10RC;
GERMANS: Leopard 2AV, Luchs 8 x 8 A/C;
ISRAEL; L-33 155 mm SPG;
USA; M-88 ARV, M578 Light ARV.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Packof 5for60p

German Ostwind AA
Panzer 11 B Wirbelwind AA
Panzer II F Opel Blitz
Panzer II Flamm Opel Blitz with offict
Wespe Opel Maultiersoftskin andhai
Lynx Kubelwagen (6p) Me 10
Panzer IIIJ Schwimmwagen (6p) Fw19<
Panzer III M BMW + sidecar (6p) Ju87{
PanzerillN Bussing Nag truck Hs12£
StuGIIIG RaupenschlepperOst MeBfl
PanzerlVD SdKfz222 Me41<
PanzerlVFI SdKfz231 Fw18{

Panzer IV F2 SdKfz 234/1 DPS 2:
Panzer IVH SdKfz 234/2 Puma Gotha'
StuG IV Protz tractor Me 16i

JagdpanzerlV Kettenkrad (6p) BR57y
Hummel SdKfz 10 Locom
Nashorn SdKfz 11 Armou

Panzer38{t) SdKfz7 I0.5c(
MarderlllSd 139- 3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 Flak(2
Marder IIH Flakvierling on Sd 7 Panzer
Hetzer Pak 35/36 + crew {20p)
Panther D Pak 38 +crew Flatcai
PantherG P3k38+crew (lOp)
Jagdpanther Pak 40 +crew Panzer
Tiger IE early Pak 43/41 + crew trolley
Tiger I E late Pak 43 on cruciform trail Straigl
Tiger 11 Porsche + crew Curvec
Tiger II Henschel 7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew Do 217
Jagdtiger 10.5 cm howitzer + crew ju 52 {'
Elefant 1 5 cm howitzer + crew Me 262
Brummbaer 17 cm howitzer + crew

Sturmtiger 8.8 Flak 37 + crew
Hanomag Sd 251/1B 7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR
HanomagSd251/1D- + crew BT-7
late version 7.5 cm infantry gun
Sd 251/10 + 3.7 Pak 15cm inf. gun+crev
Sd 251/16 Flamm Nebelwerfer +crew

Ostwind AA separa

and hal

10.5 cm

Panzer

trolley
Straigh

15cm inf. gun+crew
Nebelwerfer + crew

T34/76

tely (5p) JSII
Wirbelwind AA Rommel personality set JS III
Opel Blitz with Rommel, staff ISU 122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU 152

f-track (25p)
Me109G(12p)
Fw190D(12p)
Ju87B(15p)
Ms 129(15p)
MeBfl 10 (15p)
Me410{15p)
Fw189(15p)
DFS 230 glider nSp)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

T-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64

T-70

GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60

JAG-12
GAZ-67 {6p}
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew

M41 57mm AT + crew

M44 100 mm AT + crew

 in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun
Flak(25pl crew

38( M31/37 122

locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flat car II Op)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)

UNITED KINGDOM

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop
Churchill III

ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC

Crusader AAMk 1
Crusader AA Mk2
2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr + crew
2 pdr+ crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr, limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 In howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

Ml8 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer
M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP
M3 half track

T19 105mmGMC
Morris 6 x4 Bofors tractor M3 75mm CMC
Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL
Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt

t)onflatc3r M31/37 122mm field gun
(20p) + crew
Flat carfor mine defence M38 152mm howitzer +
ilOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

mmfieldgun

h

Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
 ChurchillAVRE{12p)(12p)BedfordQLwithoffice
Ch

t track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)
Do217E(25p)
Ju52(45p}
Me 262 (15p)

owitzer + crew Deacon

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57mm AT on Komsomlets Crusader II

B
T34/760
T34/85

Sd251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (15p) KV1
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (8p} SUBS Y
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU 100 L
Sd 250/9 a/c crew separately (8p) T28(12p) N
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p) R

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are ail
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.
MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA
Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
MG's

Pdlikarpov 1-16(12p)
11-2 Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9(12p)
La-5(12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

urchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo(12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Churchill Carpet Layer Scammel Tank
Deacon (12p) Transporter
Scorpion Flail British kneeling
A9 artillerymen separately
AID (Bp)
A13 British standing
Crusader II artillerymen separately
Crusader III (Bp)
Cromwell Spitfire IX (12p)
Comet Hurricane II (12p)
Challenger Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Sherman Crab Typhoon IB (12p)
Sherman DD Horsa (25p)
Marmon Herrington Hamilcar (35p)
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car USA

Universal Carrier M3 Stuart
Sexton M5 Stuart
Wasp flame-thrower M24 Chaffee

Jeep-(Bp)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound MB
Studebaker 2-^ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 H igh Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline
truck
White Scout Car
3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howrtzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew

155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51D Mustang (12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk(12p)

ITALIAN

M13/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun 8i crew
Fiat G50 Bis (12p)
KV-85

Beaverelle (6pi
He HIP (25p)NEW! WW2 AFV's: GERMANY: Panzer jaeger He hip i25pi

IV/70 Horch Staff Car; ITALY: Semovente da 105; HUNGARY;
Raba Boland Truck; USA; M22 Locust.

1/300th SCALE FIGURES 70 pence packs.
MAR 10 Late Period Lagionairas

SOVlEl
T-72Tank

T-62Tank
T.55Tank

T-55 dozer
T-55 mine clearer
T-IOMtank

PT-76 light tank
Bf»i1P-76(BMP-l)

MICV

BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PBAPC
BROM-2 APC
BROM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket

Launcher

2SU-23-4SPAA

2SU-57-2SPAA

0-30 122mm howitzer
* crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun ♦
crew

BTR-50APC

BMD Parairoop APC
B M -14 towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck.

SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA
missile
M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoiiless
rifle

FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck
M.G-17 (12pl
MiG-19(l5pl
rv1iG-21 (15p)

MiG-23(30p)
MiG-25 Foxbat (30p)
Su-7(15p)
Su-9 130p)
Su-15(30pl
Yak-28(30pl
Mi-BHio {30pl
Mi-24 Hind (15p)

USA
M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank
M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M6GA1 dozer

M113 APC
M113 -*■ recoiiless rifle
Mn3 + T0WAT
missile
Ml63VulcanSPAA
M730 Chaparral SPAA
missile system
Ml 06 mortar carrier
Ml 14 recce vehicle
M728 Combat
Engineer Vehicle
M110 SP howitzer
Ml07 SP howitzer
M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW
M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank
M42 Ouster SP AA
M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on
M548 launcher
M57 7 command
vehicle
Dragon light AT missile

set of three
Huey Cobragunship
115p)
Bell Iroquois (1 5p)
SkyhawkdBp)
F104 Siarfighter (15pl
F4 Phantom |25p)
FinE(25pl
F14ATomcai(25pl
F15Eagle(25pl

ISRAEL
SuperSherman

SWEDEN
S-iank
1kv-91 light tank

JaguardSp)
Harrier (15p)
Buccaneer i30p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV
Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete
missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz-n-2 APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milanlight AT missile
set of threeUNITEDKINGDOM setofthree

Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE FRENCH
fV432APC AMX-30tank
FV438 Swingfirc AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX-13 + SS11 AT
FV432 mortar missiles
FV432 +Wombat AMX-13 HOTmis-
FV432 ^ Rarden siles
FV432 + Cymbeline AMI H-90 armoured
radar car
Chieftain Bridge Layer I20p} EBR-75 armoured car
Abbot SPG AMX-30 1 SSmrrt
Saladin armoured car howitzer

AMX-30 1 SSmrrt
howitzer

Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile
carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile
carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher
AMX-IOAPC
AMX-10 + HOTAT
missiles
Jeep with Entac AT
missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)
Mirage IIIC (15p}
Jaguar (15pl

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleon. Msrsbsls
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 GrenadiersoMKeOldGusrd
MFN20 Chaaseursa Piedolthe Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN11 Chasseurs a Cheval of (be Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard
MFN6 Foot Artillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFNI Line Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN 16 Fr. Carabiniers
MFN10 Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 ChasseursaChevaloftheLine
MFN 12 Hussars
MFN 13 Lancers ol the Line
MFN3 FootArtillery
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams
MFN 18 Fr. Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN 16 Wellington & Generals
MBN1 British infantry
MBN 7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
MBN 14 British Light Infantry
MBN 15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
M8N5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen
MBN 1 7 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN 10 British Hussars
M8N11 Brit. LI. Dragoons
MBN9 HorseArtiilery
M6N3 FootArtiilerY
MBN12 Brit.GunTesms
MBN13 Brii. Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 Austnen Grenadiers
MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MANS Austrian Artillery

Postage Ct Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.
Europe 20%, Surfece mail worldwide 20%.
Alrmeil USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%.
£1 = 100p = US$1.75approx.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRNI Grenadiers
MRN5 PavlovGuard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery
bavarian units
MGN1 -Sevarian infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWN1 Polish infantry
MFN2 Lancers
SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
M5N2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECONDWORLDWAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 GermanWoridWarllcavairy
GR5 AfrikaKorps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 BriiisIt Infanlry Support

Weapons
6R3 British Paratroops
6R4 BthArmy
SRI Russsian Infantry
SR2 Russian infantry Support

Weiipons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United Slates Infantry
USR2 United States infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
M1 NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infanlry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR 1 Roman Legionairas
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer
MARS Roman Cavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR 7 Praetorian Guard
MAR8 Eouitas Singuiaris Guard Cavalry
MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers
MAR13 LatePeriod

Legionaries attacking

MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR12 RomanGenerals.Tribunaa
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byianiine Heavy lr<faniry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantifte HeavyCavairy
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS Byzantine Horse Archers
MA86 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Oacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rhomphiae. archers

MA 12 Visigoihic Infanlry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MA14 Goihic Cavalry
MA 15 Sarmatian Cataphractt
MAF1 Gaulish inlaniry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAG 1 Greek City Hopliies
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAC7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hoplitas
MAG9 Paltasts
MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaipitts
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archer S
MAP6 Mounted Persian Speennan
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAP 1 Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariota
SASSANI08
MAS I Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MASS Sasssnid Light Cavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants
NEW
MA16 Ancient British Chariot
MA17 Ancient British Infantry
MA18 Ancient British Cavalry
MA19 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAILORDER Legionaries attacking
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort wilt be made to fulfil first choices.

We acceptACCESS, BARCLAYCARD. BANKAMERICARD, CHARGEX.
Just send your card number.

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 UK
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The Collectors' range of Military figures
By CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the'finest English Pewter £10.20 each

Boih prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P

THE COLLECTORS RANGE OF MILITARY FIGURES by CHAS. C. STADDEN is amongst the finest
available. They are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER from masters hand carved
by CHARLES STADDEN in the highest traditions of craftsmanship. Not only can they be
regarded as superb display and presentation pieces because of their remarkable detail, but as
they are cast In the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER they will also have a value which will
last and appreciate over the years. All figures are m 80mm scale.

/Vew Figures are marked *

1. Grenadier Guard 1735
2. Scots Guard 1828
3. Parachute Regiment 1974
4. Coldstream Guard 1815
5 Grenadier. La Guarde Impenale 1809
6. Hussar' La Guarde Imperiale 1810
7. American Continental Line in Winter Dress

1776
8 Grenadier of the Coldstream Guards 1776
9 Officer. Queens Regiment 1680

10. Queens Regiment, Internal Security Dress
1974

12 Private. 3rd New Jersey Regt. (Jersey Blue)
1777

' 13 Pipe Major, 2nd Btn Scots Guards 1937
'14 Sgt. 31st Regt. Fciotguard (east Surrey) 1840
*15 Grenadier Guard 1829
*16 Chasseur. La Guarde Imperials 1809
*17 British Infantry Private 1775
*18 Drummer 57th Regt of foot (West Middx)
*19 NCO Life Guards fi^ounted review order (Dismounted)
*20. Drummer Royal Marines 1976
*21. Commando Royal Marines 1976
*22. Duke of York and Albany's Maritime Regt. of fool 1664

•TRADE ENQUIRIES—Always welcome "U.K. DELIVERY—PLEASE ALLOW 2/3 WEEKS ENQUIRIES—Please send see

TO HAMILTON MARRIOTT I enclose my cheque/
8 HALE LANE, P.O. for the following
LONDON NW7 3NX. fiqures:—

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 121:

ADDRESS

TOTAL COST

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE UK/BFPO ADD 75p per FIGURE



SKYTREX LTD
39ASHBY ROAD

LOUGHBOROUGH

LEICESTERSHIRE

M  Bl FROST VOLUME ONE "FAERIE" £4.25
_ A new world to explore by the author of our best selling
E Middle Earth Rules. 80 plus pages of original fantasy which can

be complete in itself or used to enhance your enjoyment of
" other publications ...

1/300th WW2 8p each unless priced otherwise. This is your

DG3 Pz.Kpfw.H! Tank DG92 150mm Gun (Firing)
DG4 Pz.Kpfw.lVTank F1 DG100 Sd7 Recovery Crane
DG5 Pz,IVF2 ITALIAN

DG6 Pz.lVausH BRITISH DI1 Ml 3/40 Tank

DG7 Tiger 1 Tank DB1 Crusader Tank 012 Sermovente 75/18

DG8 Tiger II Tank DB2 Matilda Tank 013 Autoblinda Armoured Car

DG9 Jagdtiger DB3 Valentine Tank

DG10 Panther Tank DB4 Churchill Tank RUSSIAN
DG11 Jagdpanther DB5 Cromwell Tank DR1 KV1 Tank
DG12 Stug.lll Assault Gun DB6 British A9 Tank DR2 T34/76 Tank
DG13 Elephant DB7 Vickers Light Tank 6p DR3 T34/85 Tank
DG14 Pz.Kpfw. 4.7 cm.Pak(t) 6p DB8 A13 Cruiser Tank DR4 KV2 Tank
DG15 Sturmtiger DB9 A30 Challenger DR5 BT7 Tank
DG17 Nashorn 88 mm S.P. Gun DB10 Crusader III A.A. DR6 JS II Tank
DG1B Jagdpanzer IV DB20 Humber Armoured Car DR7 Stalin Tank
DG20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer DB21 Stag Hound Armoured Car DR8 KV/85 Tank
DG21 Sturmpanzer iV DB22 Daimler Armoured Car DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car
DG22 Marder III Pak 76.2mm (R) DB23 Harrington Armoured Car DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car
DG23 PzFH Wespe 105mm SP gun DB24 A.E.C. Mk.1 Armoured Car DR11 T70 Light Tank
DG24 Hummel DB25 Rolls-Royce Armoured Car DR12 T26 Light Tank
DG25 Maus lOp (1930-41) DR13 T28 Heavy Tank
DG30 Sd.Kfz, 222 Armoured Car DB30 Daimler Scout Car 6p DR14 T35 Heavy Tank
DG31 Sd,Kfz, 232 Armoured Car DB31 Bren Carrier Bp DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun
DG32 Sd.Kfz, 234/2 (Puma) DB32 White Scout CarBp DRIB SU 85 Assault Gun
DG33 Sd.Kfz. 233 Armoured Car DB33 Humber Staff CarBp DR17 SU 100

7.5 L24 DB34 Quad Truck 6p DRIB SU 122 Assault Gun
DG34 Sd.Kfz. 234/4 Arm'd Car DB35 Be(jford Q.L. 3 ton Truck DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun

7.5 Pak 40 DB36 Austin Bowser DR30 Gaz 4 X 6 Truck
DG40 Sd, Kfz, 250 DB37 Scammeil Pioneer DR31 Gaz 4x4 Truck
DG41 Sd.Kfz, 250/87.5cm. L/24 DB38 Scammell Breakdown DR32 Gaz Jeep Bp
DG42 Sd.Kfz, 250/9 Arm'd Car Crane DR33 Gaz 64 Halftrack Lorry
DG43 Sd, Kfz, 250/7 80mm Self DB39 Austin 3 ton Truck DR34 JAG 12 Heavy Lorry

Propelled Mortar. DB40 Austin 30 cwt. Truck DR35 Petrol Bowser
DG46 Sd.Kfz, 251 Halftrack DB41 Morris 15 cwt Radio Truck DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun
DG47 Sd.Kfz, 251/7 Engineers DB42 Morris 15 cwt Bowser 6p DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer

Vehicle DB43 Scorpion Flail DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher
DG48 Sd.Kfz. 251/975 mm L24 DB44 Centaur A.R.V. DR43 M43 57 mm Anti-Tank Gun
DG49 Sd.Kfz, 251/16 Flame DB45 Dorchester Armoured

Thrower Command Vehicle (1941) AMERICAN
DG50 Sd.Kfz, 251/17 A.A. 20mm DB46 AEC Armoured Command DAI Grant Tank

DG51 Sd, 251 Rocket Launcher Vehicle (1944) DA2 Sherman Tank

(280 mm) DB47 Tank Transporter lOp DA3 Stuart Tank

DG56 Sd.Kfz, 7 (88 Tractor) DB50 25 pdr. Gun (Firing) DA4 Sherman Firefly
DG57 Sd.Kfz, 7 (Open lop) DB51 25 pdr. Gun (Limbered) DAB Pershing
DG58 Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck DB52 17 pdr. Gun (Firing) DAB M24 Chaffee Light Tank
DG59 Daimler Benz 3000 L Truck DB53 6 pdr. Gun (Firing) DA10 M8 Armoured Car

DG60 Opel Maultier Halftrack DB54 2 pdr. Gun (Firing) DA11 MiO Tank Destroyer
DG61 Daimler Benz Bowser DB55 5.5 in. Howitzer DA12 M18 Tank Destroyer
DG62 Kubelwagen 6p DB56 3.7 in. A.A. Gun 9p DA13 M36 Tank Destroyer
DG63 Steyr 1500 Field Car DB57 7.2 inch Howitzer DA19 Studebaker Gasoline

DG64 Kettenkrad 6p DB58 Bofors40mm A.A. Gun Tanker

DG65 SiG33/150mm S.P.G.38(t) DB60 Bishop S.P. Gun DA20 M3 Halftrack

DG66 37 mm A.A. S.P.G. DB61 Bofors Quad 6p DA21 Ya ton Jeep Bp
DG67 Saurer Heavy Truck DB62 Archer 17 pdr. S.P. Gun DA22 D.U.K.W.

DG68 S.W.S. 40 Halftrack DB63 Priest S.P.G. DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck

DG69 Mercedes Staff Car 6p DB64 Buffalo L.V.T. DA24 Chev. 30 cwt. Truck

DG70 M/C Combination 6p DB65 Churchill A.R.C. lOp DA25 Chev. L.R.D.G. Truck

DG71 Opel Radio Truck DB66 Churchill S.B.G. DA26 Studebaker 2'/j ton Truck

DG72 Raupen Schelpper Ost Bridgelayer lOp DR27 M4 Artillery Tractor
DG73 Schwimmwagen 6p DB87 Churchill Avre with DA28 Seebees Bulldozer Bp
DGBO 5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing) Fascine lOp DA29 Weasel Amphibian 6p
DG81 7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing) DB68 Churchill Carpetlayer DA30 105 mm Howitzer

DG82 8.8cm Flak (Firing) DB69 Churchill with Petard DA31 75 mm Pack Howitzer

DG83 8.8cm Flak (Limbered) Mortar DA32 155 mm Long Tom 9p
DG84 8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing) DB71 D.D. Sherman

DG85 105mm Field Gun DB72 Sherman Dozer FRENCH
DG86 Nebelwerfer 6p DB73 Sherman with Calliope DF1 Char Bl Tank

DG87 OstwindA.A. S.P.G. Rocket Launcher DF2 Somua S35

DG88 7.5cm Infantry Gun 6p DB74 Armoured Bulldozer DF3 Renault H39

DG89 15cm Infantry Gun DB75 Two Spare Fascines DF10 Somua 14 track Lorry

DG90 170mm Gun (Firing) DB76 Churchill Crocodile 9p DF11 Citroen 2)4 ton

There are 1000's of items for most types of wargames
on our spring lists. Please send a stamped self
addressed envelope

Barclaycard & Access Welcome

Telephone Orders & Enquiries

Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK, BFPG, 10% upto£7(min lOp)
Post Free over £7

OVERSEAS - 60% up to £7
(min 50p)
30% over £7

EEC Countries 10% (min 20p)

LAND BATTLES

3000BC to 1250 AD (W.R.G.I

Wars of the Roses—Medieval (Decalset)

1500-1600 2nd edition (Blrminghaml
Voltigeur (Napoleonic Rules)
Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300 scale

G.W. Jeffery
1685-1845 (W.R.G.)

American Civil War

Confederate High Command)
W.W.I. Land Rules (Skytrex)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare—Ground Forces

W.W.II. (Skytrex)
1950-1975 Armour/infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II. Rules-basic (Mike Phitpott

£f Bob Thompson)
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon)
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.)

Symwar Caesar's conquests
Symwar Modern

Symwar W.W.II Rules
Symwar Maps (10 types available) B
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules
W.W. II Rules No. 1

Wargames Command.

25p
50p

£1.20

85p
85p
85p

55p each
£1.05

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.I 85p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2nd edition 75p
American Civil War Ironclads

(Navwar) 60p
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 65p
World War II Naval (Davco) 60p
Galactic Warfare Rules 60p
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar) 60p
W.W.I Aerial Warfare (Paragon) BOp

Percentage dice .. 35p per pair
Average dice .... 25p per pair
Normal dice 20p per pair

NEW

Napoleon's campaigns in miniature
by Bruce Quarrie

A wargamers guide to the Napoleonic
Wars 1796-1815.

A must for the Napoleonic Wargamer

£4.95 post free

SEE YOU AT THE MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION STANDS C6 & C7
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EDITORIAL

The economic facts of life are Inescapeahle
and increases in the price of every commodity
occur with monotonous regularity. Unfortunately
this magazine is by no means fireproof or imper
vious to this situation and it lias been found
necessary to increase the price of the magazine,
with effect from the October number to 35p- No
one can really complain about this when it is
pointed out that WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has only
cost 30p since March 196A when first published by
Tradition.

Similarly it has been found necessary to
raise the cost of advertising space in our pages
and again I would like to point out that this has
not been altered since January 1975 - and one
would be hard pushed to find anything that has not
increased in price in the last three years! Even so, it would be nice to think that our advertisers
appreciate that for a very small sum compared with that charged by glossier magazines, their advertis-
ments are brought to the notice of the real dyed-in-the-wool wargame enthusiaslg and military collectors
who are the most likely markets for their products, I hope they will continue to support Wargamer's
Newsletter which is by far the longest running wargames magazine in the world and, on a shoe-string,
attempts to competently fulfil its role as the newspaper of the hobby.

On to brighter things - when was the first British Wargames Club formed? That question is prompted
by a letter received from Dane Watson (125 Hookfield, Harlow, Essex CM18 6QL) who claims that Harlow
Wargames Group were the first to form in 1965. His letter reads as follows -

"Just to say that Har-Xow Wargames Group now meet at "Square One", Town Centre, Harlow. on alternate
(1st and 3rd) Friday evenings, Abbott Ale on tap helps tremendously. News item (or is it history?),
We decided to honour Stan Colby by making him Hon.Life President as he did start the Club, In conver
sation with him on the phone he told me that the Club was really started in June I965, The Banton boys
joined the 3 JohuF'in January '66. I don't know who it was that wrote to you but in a Newsletter of
that time you sounded pleased that you had heard from a "club" rather than a private individual. This
kind of authenticates when we got under way. Perhaps you could help us to find out (by looking through
your back numberr) whether or not we were in fact the first club to form."

I have not got around yet to checking in back numbers of the Newsletter but my immediate reaction
is to feel that we might be able to claim the honour here in Southampton as the Wessex Military Society
(originally started as the Hampshire branch of the British Model Soldier Society) was, to the best of
my recollections, started with a meeting here in this very room in which I am sitting at the moment in
I96A. The club was purposely not called a wargames club so as to attract members other than wargamers
and meetings took the form of a talk of a military nature followed by wargaming during the second half
of the afternoon with one evening a month devoted to the club's English Civil War Wargames Campaign in
which all members participated. They were certainly enthusiastic and halcyon days that no longer appear
possible although this may be because it is quite essential for such activities to be master-minded by
an intensely enthusiastic and very energetic person with considerable powers of leadership - and they
are few and far between! The clubs that flourish always seem to have them at the head viz: Mike Blake
at Bristol — after his activities with the club were cut down so did their momentum falter. Notoriously,
wargames clubs rocket skywards in a blaze of opening enthusiasm but few survive for very long — in point
of fact, although now known as the New Model Wessex, the wargames section of the Wessex Military Society
very actively exists as a separate entity and the meetings of the wargames group (and indeed the Wessex
Military Society because ,• a group still operatesL under that name) have been regularly continued since
the formation of the club some 13 or lA years ago. Can anyone beat this? It will be nice to have some
details of wargames clubs histories in our pages because they are the very essence of what makes our
hobby tick.

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 35p per copy + 9ip postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U,S, and Canada ^13,00),

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.

ADVERTISING RATES: Full page - £15,00
Half page - £8,50
Quarter page - £5,00
Eighth page - £3,00

Subscriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherd St,,
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD,

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S01 BAD

Hants, U.K.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF 11" X 6",



THE WAR OF THE VENDEE

Christopher Lance Scott ■ ■t •■" r, ^ '

If you are rather tired of the well documented,
grandiose wars that fill the text hooks and are look- TV
ing for something different that does not involve any
hard weapon or uniform research, you could hardly do

This war was one of the internal struggles that m '
plagued France during her search for a stable con- ; ^ jHrJ
stitution and religion. It took place in the area of 'jSlwjIjifln ^
the Loire Valley in 1793 and as a civil war it is hard
to pinpoint its causes; hut to simplify one could say J

over the Loire area due to the hated Levee'en Masse. j ' i
The demonstrations usually followed a pattern similar Jjh\ i I > '
to the events at St.Florent le Viel, when in March '93 'Wwi p
over 2,000 peasants armed with old guns, scythes, '
cudgels and a whole variety of other weapons assembled , ^j^ff
in the town square where the conscription lottery was '* ^ ".jl '\jf JnO ^6 ^1/
to take place. Although without leaders, these H HI
peasants had torn the tri-colour favours from their H H[
hats and now wore the white royalist cockade and .
prominently displayed the rosaries about their necks.
The authorities mustered 15 National Guardsmen, a sort
of brutal and corrupt police force, and these semi- ^ v,
professionals were drawn up in line before the ■flBR. ; • •
municipal offices. As the peasants moved towards the '' ijB|w||
steps 3 local mayors emerged from their midst, pushed ' ' 'j-HwHi*
forward by the inarticulate men. They demanded the . <•■'■ ^
cessation of the lottery and the disarming of the
National Guard, but the crowd were too impatient for ' ^[BiB
reply and a shot brought down the local i;Republican v . ' v
Representative, causing the guards to fire into the
people. With cries of "Vive le Roil" "Vive le Foi et
les Pretres!" the infuriated men rushed forward, over- . ''
whelmed the guards, drove them down the steep valley -
side into the river, then looted and burned the public
records office. Soon a leader emerged and was declared ■ 'iyiH-s of Vuml.-aii .M.iciirr-.s iii |..Nsant .ostumcs
"General", he was the Marquis de Bonchamp. With this
new leader the peasants felt like an army, an army with the spirit of freedom. This "army" then went
on "campaign".

Many of these campaigning armies met together bringing.to the fore such men as the romantic and
heroic Rochejacquelein, the competent and idealistic d'Elbee, the militaristic Stofflet, the passion
ate Gharrette, the pious Lescure and their elected Generalissimo the courageous and dedicated
Cathelineau. Under these men the freedom fighters won one small victory after another, many enacted
in much the same manner as the "battle" of Coron. It occurredas the Vendeans, about 3,000 strong
advanced on Vihiers. The defending Republicans mustered 2,000 to oppose them, consisting of National
Guardsmen, a detachment of Dragoons and one gun, and this force marched out to block the way at Coron.
But it was the Vendeans who defended. On either side of the road was a high embankment behind which
Stofflet stationed his best marksmen and his own company of gamekeepers armed with rifled fowling
pieces. The flanks he covered with two captured cannon, including an old culverin that once belonged
to Cardinal Richelieu, while the rest foirced a huge wedge on the road. The Republican Dragoons charged
this seemingly-disorganised, club-waving rabble, only to be suddenly met by a tight hedge of pitch
forks, pikes and scythes and to be caught in a murderous cross-fire from close range. They wheeled
about and fled, saddles emptying all around them. The peasants charged forward ignoring the dis
ordered volleys of the Guardsmen and the cannon. After a brief spell of vicious slaughter where
bayonets vainly prodded against slicing glaves and billhooks the Republicans fled en masse or were cut
down where they stood. By such tactics and quick success the whole area was soon in Royalist hands
and the Assembly in Paris trembled.

A Republican army was despatched to the Vendee, but it was a mutinous and fractious collection of
militia battalions which made a series of thrusts into the Loire valley; half-hearted semi-professionals
against highly emotional but poorly-armed and undisciplined peasants. Bloody engagements took place
usually with the Vendeans defending towns such as Chemille, which the Republicans could usually storm
with high casualties; or with guerrilla raids on Republican garrisons or transports.

Then the massed army of the Royalist Catholic forces went on a tour of the district trying to
secure the major border cities, such as Thouars where the defenders numbered 5 reduced Republican
battalions, some gendarmes, the local National Guards and a few squadrons of mixed and badly mounted
cavalry. Their commander, Quetineau, cut the Vrines Bridge on the west of the town and covered the
Thouet river with a couple of small redoubts. Across the main approach he constructed a large redoubt
which stood on the high ground by the Givry windmill and stationed two battalions to hold it. The rest
of the forces took to the walls. The attack came at the ruined bridge and the two battalions swung
round to meet it by digging in and exchanging fusilades all day. A fresh attack was launched up the



liow undefended main approach. Fearing being outflanked and cut off the remains of the two battalions
withdrew into the town but the attack was halted and thrown back by a sortie from La Porte de Mont—
reuil. However, it could be argued that this "failure of an attack" was a typical Vendean tactic for
once the pursuers had reached the windmill the peasant battalions turned round with a fury and drove
them back into the town and the whole event served as a diversion which allowed Rochejacquelein and
Bonchampt to get their force across the Thouet virtually beneath the walls of Thouars itself! These
troops then executed a commando-type scaling assault with bayonets driven into the walls as improvised
pitons, Rochejacquelein supposedly being the first up this hazardous climb. Soon snipers were at work
inside the walls and the defenders at the gates were under fire from both front and rear. Added to
their difficulties was a breacji made in the wall which enabled the peasants easy entry and a large body
of men had massed in the west of the town. To prevent a certain massacre Quetineau surrendered.

The Vendeans swept around their district capturing London, Parthenay, Foutenay, Angers and even
Squmur which was defended by Berthier! They failed, however, to take Nantes and Cathelineau fell in
the attempt. But the revolt was so successful that the Assembly now sent General Kleber and his
Mayenais, Westermann and his Legion and more militia to pacify the Vendee. Together these two men
formulated a policy of crushing severity and systematic desolation reminiscent of Cumberland in the
Highlands and foreshadowing Hitler in Poland. A frenzy of hate was whipped up on both sides, the
idyllic romance and the religious fervour had gone and it became a vicious struggle for survival.

The month of September belonged to Charrette and three major victories at Torfou, Montaigu and
St. Fulgent although all the Vendean armies went on the offensive in spite of the Republican drives.
The decisive move came from Kleber in October when he devised a three—pronged attack into the heart of
the Vendee from the east, which captured and sacked Chatillon and Cholet, meeting only token resistance
at La Tremblaye where Lescure fell. The Vendeans regrouped at Beaupreau and then launched an attack
upon Cholet.

Kleber was informed of the Royalist intentions and posted his troops to receive the attack rest
ing his right on the manor of Bois Grolleau and his left on Treke, with the advance guard drawn up on
the broom covered marshes of La Pepiniere. The Vendeans attacked in four blocks and quickly drove in
the advance party. Rochejacquelein was held at the buildings of Treke and Stofflet's body was halted
by the troops stoutly defending Bois Grolleau, but d'Elbee and Bonchamp broke through in the centre by
virtue of the ferocious Vendean charge that had become renowned for its fierceness, speed and destruc
tive power. The split the Republican line in two and turned their own cannon upon them, but then
Kleber threw in his reserve, the Vendeans had made no such provision. The 109th Batt. of Mayence ad
vanced singing and with well-drilled volleys drove the Royalists back and closed the gap in the centre.
Like the French cavalry at Waterloo the Vendeans failed to spike the guns and were cut down in waves
as they fell back. The battle continued all along the front well after nightfall until Haxo's
Republicans performed a prodigious night manoeuvre and turned the Royalist flank, forcing them into
the Mailloclere ravine where Marceau's guns ravaged them with grape and broke their will to fight.
The disorganised and shot-shocked troops were charged and put to flight by cavalry and even the small
groups of resistance collapsed after seeing both d'Elbee and Bonchamp carried from the field.

The shattered army fell back to St.Florent le Viel with Rochejacquelein covering the retreat.
Kleber did not pursue due to exhaustion and casualties; had he been able to do so he would have caught
the insurrectionists in a state of confusion and panic as 80,000 of them, men, women and children fled
across the Loire on barges and rafts to Varades. Apart from Charrette in the west the whole of the
Vendee Militaire was deserted by a marvellous feat of engineering and discipline in the face of danger
and chaos, an achievement that even Napoleon honoured and revered.

The War of the Vendee then moved into its second phase. With Cathelineau and Bonchamp dead
d'Elbee and Lescure seriously wounded and Rochejacquelein and Stofflet out of favour with the Clergy
and political body, a new hierarfchyL.arose. These new leaders had none of the care the old had shown
for their men, none of the idealism and less of the military skill. Rochejacquelein was nominal
figurehead Generalissimo but the power lay in Prince de Talmont, of Royal blood but a fat lazy parsi
monious character, Donnisson a conceited disciplinarian and Marigny who was impetuous and ruthlessly
efficient. The army had hoped to be well received in Sarthe, Maine and Normandy but instead they met
bad weather and a hostile population. There was an abortive attack on Sranville in an attempt to
capture a port so English aid could be secured. There was a nightmare retreat back to the Loire with
hard fought actions of desperate men that predated Napoleon's retreat from Moscow. In bitter weather
they fought a river-crossing action near Ancenis where once again the Vendeans managed an engineering
feat of some magnitude in establishing a bridgehead on the south bank, but this was overwhelmed' by
the Republican garrison of St.Florent before the main army could get across. Typical of the old style
leaders both Rochejacquelein and Stofflet had been in the assault on the south bank and fought desper
ately to consolidate it, but being concerned with getting their men out of the ensuing disaster and
oblivious to their own safety, they had been stranded on the Republican side where they only just
avoided capture.

The half-starved army of walking rags and skeletons pushed west looking for another crossing place
but Kleber kept dogging their footsteps until finally brought the tattered remains of the revolt to
battle at Savenay. The Vendeans realising their only choice was to fight or be murdered by Carrier and
his bloody revolutionary tribunals came out of Savenay and drew up on the edge of a little wood on some
high ground, they were led to this final conflict by Marigny and totaled about 1,000 fighting men. The.
Republicans were arranged in a crescent facing them and on the command marched slowly and deliberately
forward, anxious to put an end to "the army that refused to die". A few musket exchanges took place
and then the Republicans went in with the bayonet; the peasants no longer possessing the strength or
the stamina to keep up the terrible swinging strokes of their scythes. The melee was over in minutes
and those who did not fall withdrew into the town centre where they made a glorious last stand before
the church.

The war in the Vendee ended on a sad note for although outbreaks flared up from time to time and
the final blows were exchanged some years later, the real united force of the people had been crushed
and the authorities then preceeded to destroy and eradicate the culture and the identity of the region
with all the full horrors attendant upon such a polipy.



For the wargamer the Vendee holds many Interesting and stimulating actions; the first uprisings
with small company level struggles, even individual skirmishes as a group of National Guards try to
hold off scythe-wielding peasants; the early victories of shock tactics combining with skilful mse of
concealed positions against the set order of linear warfare; the sieges and the storming of walled
cities for the soloist with plenty of time; the town centre actions with their fast flowing phases
for the 'gamer'who wants to try town fights without getting hogged down in the systematic W.W.II
house-clearance operations; unusual 18th century conflicts involving river crossing and bridge storm
ing; ambushes and transport raids and finally open field battles for the purist. Supplying the armies
is also a challenge, I know of no manufacturer of Vendeans or Chousans though Warrior's Spanish
Guerillas and Minifigs' Revolutionary Citizens could be used .... apart from that it is conversion
Jobs and the rebirth of that old delight in achievement denied us by ready-availability. So if you
want something new that has dash, verve and endless military possibility combined with that "old war-
games feeling" 1 suggest getting hold of Michael Ross'd "Banners of the King", (Seeley Service 1975),
a couple of bags of Spencer-Smith's A.W.I French and your own 18th century rules, and then getting
lost in the romantic days of the Vendee.
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EDITOR'S NOTE; Chris Scott's undisguised enthusiasm for this period resulted in Roger Snell,
Lee Angel, Chris and I spending five days (and wet nights under canvas) covering the area during
last August. We found some fine museums, such as this one, and others at Cholet and St.Florent le
Vieil and had the usual good time that is always the keynote of our annual battlefield camping
holiday. We are fast running out of battlefields that can be encompassed within five days from
Cherbourg or Le Havre!

RULES WITH A DIFFERENCE - Continued from Page <5

4. THE RANGE OF WEAPONS FIELDS OF FIRE

Smoothbore Musket 3 Infantry I square to each flank of firing line.
Smoothl)ore Carbine 2
Rifled Musket 5 Infantry enfilade fire 3 squares wide.
Rifled Carbine 4
Artillery 10 Artillery enfilade fire 1 square wide.
Canister, Grape 5

Tactical Advantages;

Infantry I square to each flank of firing line.

Infantry enfilade fire 3 squares wide.

Artillery enfilade fire 1 square wide.

-  Subtract 3 points for each unit in cover from casualties.

Enfilade Fire - Double the units in advantage.

Attack from Flank or Rear in Close Combat - Double the units in advantage except where infantry
flanks cavalry.

Cover in Close Combat Double the units in cover.

High Ground in Close Combat - Subtract 2 points per unit on high ground.

Cavalry v Infantry )
Canister, Grape ) Double score.

Players will decide before the game whether cavalry will be used as Dragoons or as shock troops.
If used as Dragoons when attacking or defending from cover, or firing, will count as infantry and
move as infantry.



TALKING WARGAMING

Men-at-arms were covered in armour from top to toe (cap
a-ple). The increase in plate-armour reduced the mohillty
of the men-at-arms as it reduced the effectiveness of the
arrow. There is plenty of evidence in the chronicles of the
French wars that if men-at-arms, covered completely in
plate, advanced against English bowmen, without their too- i
vulnerable horses, then they would stand at least some chance
of coming to handstrokes. When a body of fully armoured
men-at-arms plodded with bent heads into the storm of
arrows, however powerfully the shafts struck the hard,
smooth, curved surfaces of the armour, they would glance ^
off unless they found lodgement where plate overlapped
plate. The effectiveness of plate-armour gradually made
the shield unnecessary - it was ineffective against cannon- ' '
balls, anyway. Armour improved slowly from about the middle
of the thirteenth century when mail was worn, with a flat-
topped barrel helm; then from about 1280 it was reinforced
with plate and the helm was 'sugar-loaf; from 1300 there
was further plate reinforcement, and a visored helm (the great bascinet), and in the fifteenth century
complete plate-armour was common - this was undoubtedly the finest period of armour.

ooOoo

Further extracts from D'Ordel's Manual "Tactics and Military Training" (London 1902).

-^munition Supply. Strict fire discipline and economical use of ammunition must be enforced,
ihis is most easily ensured by one round of ammunition only being issued per man. The remainder should
be carried in carts or on mules at the base, and in no case should be issued. Troops are not supposed
to be in possession of any ammunition not actually carried. (Drill Book 1896 page 253 8.205 - 15)
This would be fatal. j ji

.  Selection of a Position. The manner in which a defensive position is occupied will, to a certainextent, depend upon the nature of the ground, and the strength and composition of the forces available,
so that It is impossible to lay down precise rules on the subject. The chief requisites for any de
fensive position whatever may be taken in the following order:

a. The extent of the position should be suitable. A strong entrenched position would require
about 15 men per pace (the Drill Book 1896 page 1A9 says 5, but this is obviously a misprint).

b. There must be a clear field of fire or glacis sloping away from the front of the position for
a mile or inor©.

c. In front of this there must be a deep river with a high bank on the side away from the posi
tion and a sloping bank on the nearest side of the position. This should be crossed by a single iron
bridge in the centre of the position, which will serve for the counter-attack.

flank should rest upon an impassable marsh which should extend for at least 30 miles
and the left flank upon the sea. It has been suggested that these flank defenses may be reversed (the
marsh being upon the left flank and the sea on the right) but this is liable to lead to confusion in
the issuing of orders and in the mind of the commander.

ooOoo

Sun Tzu on "The Art of War"

11,^ Therefore in your deliberations, when seeking to determine the military situation, let them be madethe basis of a comparison, in this way:-

1. Which of the two sovereigns is imbued with the Moxdl Law?
2. Which of the two generals has most ability?
3. With whom lie the advantages derived from Heaven and Earth?
4. On which side is discipline most rigourously enforced?
5. Which army is the stronger?
6. On which side are the officers and men more highly trained?
7. In which army is there the greater constancy in both reward and punishment?

By means of these seven considerations I can forecast victory or defeat.

ooOoo

SenI Of rougi!irconc!^e anfconvex JhapfJ^^^hey^Sow forrl^^'f^ rectangular? If made in an assort-



RULES WITH A DIFFERENCE

Ed Sanders

I am not sure whether the enclosed rules will he of Interest to Don Featherstone. After writing
so many hooks and studying so many rules it is possible that he will he not too receptive to yet more
rules. But it might well he worthwhile putting them in a "Newsletter".

As you will see it is a set of very simple hasic rules. 1 have never come across anything just
like the firing and comhat rules', mayhe you have. The idea came ahout in this way. 1, for once,
watched a couple of games played on my tahle between two good friends. It soon struck me that the
dice throwing was excessive and the continual reference to a roster was a hit of a bore. 1 had not
really noticed this too much when playing myself so 1 decided to try and cut down on the dice throws
and eliminate, if possible, the roster. 1 feel that 1 have succeeded and we have used these rules
now for ahout 12 games. It gives a fast and furious game and the rules 1 think will suit many be
ginners. 1 use them because 1 find the simpler 1 can get a set of rules the more 1 enjoy the game.

1 am often quite puzzled by the trend today to buy rules and use them as they are - 1 can honest
ly say that 1 have never bought a set of rules yet - 1 get too much fun out of making up my own. In
your own good time do let me know what you think of the rules. You would be surprised perhaps at the
number of people who call on me and say 1 have bought this set of rules, 1 cannot really understand
them. They really do jump in at the deep end.

1. MOVEMENT:

The terrain is divided into squares and movement is by squares, in any direction. Troops are
used in ready deployed units permanently fixed on to card strips. The maximum number of units allowed
in a square will be two. Units must at all times be square on in a square, e.g. cannot be placed
diagonally across a square. The one exception to this ruling is a gun which can point in any direct
ion. The position taken up at the end of a move will be final. Units can be fixed in a square, e.g.
(deprived of a normal game move) by moving into close combat with them. In this case a unit so fixed
can move within the square occupied to offset any tactical disadvantage. To see who moves first each
player throws one die, the highest throw moves first.

The Length of Moves (in Squares)

Infantry 3
Cavalry 5
Artillery h

add 2

if on

roads.

In movement by road only one unit
per square is allowed.

The player losing the battle is allowed the first move, a double move, in retreat.
The first player to lose one quarter of his units loses the battle

(refers to campaigns only)

2. COMBAT;

One throw of one die for all units engaged. Multiply the number thrown by the number of units
fighting. This total will be the casualties icaused and crossed off the enemies points. Each player
keeps a simple arm of service roster. Three columns, infantry, cavalry, artillery. As casualties are
caused they are totalled in each column until a certain total is scored. When this total is reached a
unit is taken off the table. A good average total is 40 points, but less points makes for a quicker
game. Any points over the total needed go towards knocking out another unit. If a Line of Battle is
intermixed fight the different arms separately. Targets for artillery will be designated by the players.
As soon as one side loses one quarter of its units it concedes the battle and must retreat off the
table.

House Fighting

Both units can fire but not in the same direction. In close combat only units in squares touch
ing the house fight, except as above only the front unit fires in a fire fight. Units in houses, have
an all round defence ability, cannot be flanked or enfiladed.

3. CLOSE COMBAT:

Except in house fighting is between units in squares opposite each other including units in one
square to each flank. The units to a flank will not count in house fighting. The side-having the
heaviest casualties loses the combat and retires one move. If first casualties are equal keep fight
ing (throwing dice) until one side loses. If such a move takes units off the table they are out of
the game. Units can be captured if they are surrounded and lose the close combat. If any units block
a retreat they must also retire. Units may move at once into the squares vacated after close combat.

Attack from Flank or Rear in a close combat or fire fight.

Before such attacks can be mounted at least three unoccupied squares on the flank must be between
the attacking units and the units at a disadvantage. Infantry flanking cavalry in close combat will
not be doubled in value.

Combat Sequence: 1. Enfilade fire, close combat from flank or rear.
2. Artillery.
3. Musketry.
4. Close combat.

Fire is simultaneous.
C ONTINUED ON PAGE II



MIDSUMMER MADNESS

TRENCH RAID019I7
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D.R.Henderson & G.D.Evans \ &f\|T|Sri
What a warm and wonderful summer, \ \ \ Uhl£S

full of pleasant, halmy nights .... did \ \ \
someone say Uarmy? The neighbours must * ^ \ ^ »
have thought we were. But can you think \
of a better way to fight a trench-raid o " f Y,
than in the back garden in the pitch \ \ \ 1dark? \y^

Picture the scene. A stretch of
trench, somewhere in France. The ground ^ O
is soaked through, the mud churned, the « ® 0
cold creeping methodically down trenches q q
and dugouts. A few German guards rest O
carelessly upon the parapet, gazing out ^ ^ SHSL^V
into the cold night air across the ® O CftAfST
scarred battlefield. V 0

Lieut. Andrew Craft, a hardened ^ ^
veteran, scanned his party, and re- » t *
fleeted upon their mixed nationality.
Someone had blundered, how could anyone
reinforce a British sector with Gurkhas, ,
Australians and French? Most of his " I
raid party were experienced and so were
armed as each saw fit. With him was ' ' ^
Prt. Khan Khanhie, a veteran Gurkha; a - ~,V yv 5 •
Frenchman named Pierre le Corbeau 1 ' ' * ' 1 \ I.
(senior); Prt. Ken Garoe, and Australian i y I
company butcher; Prt. Dave Parts, ah- \ / J.
other Australian; Prt. Ian Congrouse, ^ V
of his own battalion; Prt. Thomas Potts, ^ ^
from a correct influx of new recruits | —
and a private named Thompson Fred. It m
is said of the latter that when his ^
father filled in his son's birth u
certificate instead of writing Thompson, j'"
Fred wrote Fred, Thompson.

Giving his men a rough outline plan I 6cBMnN /-'N£5
Croft split his party in two. Privates I *
Garoe, Potts and Parts on the right,
with himself leading the others on the
left. After the usual swig of rum they all left the British trench and moved out over No-mans-land.
Craft looked at his watch, it was 10.25 pm. Time to attack, a prisoner was needed, and as high rankii
as possible. He had told his men that silence war essential but gazing at his men's motley array of
weapons he wondered if this was going to be at air possible.

The Opposing Sides:

Raiders - 1 Lt.Andrew Croft,, veter&n, Webley Revolver, grenade club and signal pistol.
11 Prt. Khan Khanhie, veteran, kukri.
Ill Prt. Ken Garoe, veteran, Lee-Enfield rifle, bayonet and meat cleaver.
IV Prt. Pierre le Corbeau, average, sharpened entrenching tool.

V Prt. David Parts, average, Lee-Bnfield rifle, bayonet and 2 grenades.
VI Prt. Thompson Fred, average. Grenade club.

Vll Prt. Ian Congrouse, average, bayonet and 2 grenades.
Vlll Prt. Thomas Potts, novice, Lee-Enfield rifle and bayonet.

Germans - A Feldwebel Deeter von Dol, veteran, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
B  Gefreiter Schroeder von Pelt, veteran, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
C  Sch. Viehmals Maus, average, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
D Hauptmann Rauche Iche, novice, Luger pistol.
E  Sch. Zumroten Lowen, novice, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
F  Unteroffizier Ludwig Kamain, average, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
G  Sch. Gott Seidank, novice, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
H  Sch. Fleischer Wurst, novice, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
J  Sch. Fritz Offer, average, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
K  Sch. Ludwig Knisper, average, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
L  Sch. Dieb Liegestuhl, average, Mauser rifle and bayonet.
M  Sch. Schmutzig Derspass, novice, Mauser rifle and bayonet.

Hjil^: A combination of those in Don Feathers tone' s "Skirmish Wargames" and the Western Gunfight Rul«

6cBMnN t'Mfs

moved out over No-mans-land.
was needed, and as high rankin

Germans -

g
at his men's motley array of



Figures; Airflx 5^nun figures of many and varied types with most equipment added or taken as appro
priate .

Terrain; The trench was constructed from hricks and wood with large dark green cloths draped over
them and pulled out giving a slight slope up to the edge of the trench. Shell holes were the ahove
ground variety and were home-made. The shelled forest was simply twigs pushed into the ground. The
ruins were all Airfix 5Amm scale buildings.

The Raid Itself;

Moving off across the damaged landscape which provided ample cover the British advanced stealthily
towards the German trench. Owing to the Star shells and flares randomly sent up hy either side, the
British advance could only progress slowly. Just under 100 yards from the German trenches Private
Potts became lost. A Starshell illuminated him and he was able to find his comrades hy its light.
However, a German sentry had seen him and snapped off two quick shots. Garoe, aiding his fellow
raider snapped hack and the German ducked down out of sight. The next Starshell illuminated le
Corheau who was on the edge of the forest. Sentries von Dal and Knisper snapped at him hut owing to
the light missed. The Germans were now alerted and were suspicious. Von Pelt and Offer stopped their
game of cards and Von Pelt pocketed his winnings, half a sausage and a couple of biscuits. Derspass
was woken up and Hauptmann Iche was led to a dugout.

In an attempt to draw any fire and thus reveal an attack Seidank put his helmet on his rifle butt
and walked along the firing platform towards von Pelt and Kamain. Nothing happened but the Germans
were on edge and became trigger happy. The next flare to light up the field brought a fusilade of
shots from the trench. The targets were all hit but unknown to the Germans all were trees except one
who was Croft himself and by luck more than anything else received a light right arm wound. The
Germans relaxed, confident that any British in No-mans-land were dead or had gone to earth. The
raiders were in fact only a few yards from the trench, their blackened faces concealing their positions
as they peered at the guards distribution. As if by a predetermined signal the attack began. Two
grenades span over the , parapet, one at each of positions 1 and 4. The detonation at position 1 threw
von Pelt and Offer against the side of the trench. Both were seriously wounded, Kamain and Seidank,
shielded by these two however, were unhurt. Barely had the grenade gone off when Garoe, Parts and
Potts leapt in. Garoe, entering at Point 2, the other two at Point 1. In the ensuing melee Garoe
lightly wounded Seidank and beat-offKamain. Quickly following up he gave both serious body wounds
which left them incapacitated for the rest of the skirmish. Parts and Potts finished off von Pelt and
Offer who put up only minimum resistance. Derspass came round the corner with fixed bayonet, attracted
by the commotion. Liegestuhl was also drawn. Derspass snapped a shot at Potts which thudded into a
sandbag. Parts reacting quickly threw a grenade in Derspass's direction. Derspass was unlucky because
although the grenade throw was over he was caught in its blast and went down with a body wound. The
red flare, signalling fall back, was sighted by Garoe's party and the three men now made ready to leave

The second grenade, at Position 4, had been thrown by Congrouse, and he and Croft had followed it
up only to find that there was no opposition. Maus was layed out with a serious body wound and half
out of the dugout lay Iche who was unconscious with a light head wound. Smiling at his good fortune.
Croft dragged the German officer to his feet and was aided by Congrouse. Fumbling in his belt Croft
found the signal pistol and fired the red flare.

The attack on Point 3 had not gone so well. Rushing in simultaneously with the grenade attacks
le Corbeau and Khanhie had met the only real resistance. Von Dol and Knisper were ready and as the
raiders vaulted in the Germans fired a shot each and then attacked with fixed bayonets. Thompson,
supposed to be following up, was delayed by wire and did not enter the trench. This was probably
lucky for him as both le Corbeau and Khanhie were killed and the Germans stood prepared for any fresh
attack.

Leaving the trench was found to be a lot easier than entering it owing to the lack of Germans on
their feet. This was not to last long however. Lowen, rushing down the communications trench was
forced into cover by a shot from Garoe who was covering the retreat of Parts and Potts. Garoe himself
then turned and ran to rejoin them as there were no longer any targets. Croft and Congrouse success
fully carried away the officer who only just conscious presented no problem. At this instant the
trench began to fill with Germans from the communications trenches. A few shots were fired at the re
treating figures who were safely being enveloped in the gloom. They had only been in the trench for
25 seconds.

Conclusion:

Casualties - Raiders - 2 dead, 1 lightly wounded, 5 unhurt.
Germans - 2 dead, 3 seriously wounded, 1 lightly wounded, 1 captured, 5 unhurt.

With casualties low for what had been achieved the raiders were pleased with their night's work
and can be considered to have won fairly decisively.

How it was done;

As previously mentioned, this skirmish took place in the garden at night. Although the garden
was flat the amount of scenic material actually needed to create a totally confused No-mans-land was
minimal. The players turned their backs whilst the other moved and this meant that each player knew
where very few, if any, of the opponents men were. It is surprisingly difficult to see, from ground
level, an Airfix figure at even 3 feet in the dark. All viewing of the battlefield had to be done
from a figure. Starshells were represented by a partially blacked-out torch held at arms height by a
third man. Both players had to lie behind their lines as it was flashed for 5 seconds.

Apologies; We apologise to any German readers for the terrible names and for that matter to anyone
else who has even the slightest understanding of the German used. We also apologise to any neighbours
who were disturbed by our nocturnal activities.



THE GEORGE ERIK STORY

(George Erik is the genial, piratical-looking
proprietor of MINIATURE WARFARE, the wargamers and
modellers shop in Tunhridge Wells).

Talking to Don Eeatherstone recently I was
reminded of Napoleon's famous dictum - esteemed liy
tactical brains from the Pentagon to the Bank
Robbers Union - that you don't go belting in with
out first securing your line of retreat. I was
saying that despite being a life-long militaria
'buff I have never played a conventional wargame
in'my life. But whilst I confess to being a bit
'thick' in that current wargaming is too complica
ted for me, I enjoy watching and read the News
letter from cover-to-cover every month. It is
therefore amazing to me that so few obviously
dedicated wargamers appear to be subscribers. In
all my experience I have never come across any
similar case in which enthusiasts are lacking in
support for a specialised publication devoted to
their primary interest - and in this case the
backbone of their hobby. Anyway, I was rattling
on regardless when Don said "Why don't you write
about your background and experience for the
magazine?" Well, the alternatives being 'either
put up, or shut up' - here goes.

<37 .,2^

perched on my grandfather's shoulder at the old
Britanic Railway Crossing in Hull amidst the great crowd cheering our early troops off to the First
World War. In scarlet tunics, navy trousers with a red stripe, and 'black' spiked helmets, which I
believe now were dark green and worn by the K.O.Y.L.I. I was an only child but both parents were from
large families whose menfolk on my mother's side became sailors and on my father's soldiers. My early
memories are a maze of recollections of laughing men in uniform at gay family parties who came and
went at lengthening intervals bringing gifts of toy soldiers, guns and caps; with which we played at
war between the legs of the heavy dining room furniture. Of sombre days heavy with emotion I could
not comprehend, and the women comforting each other in the same hushed tones with which they coaxed
me to put aside for the moment my war games.

Close and distant relatives, 'Uncles' all, they came to enthral my eyes and mind then went away
- most of them for evermore. 'Uncle' Charles of the Royal Artillery, mounted on a 'white' horse,
whose fading photo for years had a place of honour. 'Uncle' Sidney, who fell to a sniper's bullet
and never saw his son who became a Lt.Commander in World War II. 'Uncle' Ris of the R.F.C. 13th
Independent Squadron formed to challenge Von Richtofen for the supremacy of the skies. 'Uncle' David
lost at the Battle of Jutland. And others, including my father who served with the 17th/21st Lancers
and died when I was seven, of all of whom I have the clearest memories. In particular I recall 'Uncle'
Bill, a veteran Major of the Boer War, recalled to a desk job in World War I., in whose company I
watched the first Armistice Parade.

It was under 'Uncle' Bill's guidance that I started what was to become a collection of over
fifteen hundred model soldiers, etc., and learned the rudiments of table-top (or dining room floor)
warfare; laced with lessons on discipline and tradition and 'at attention' calling my elders 'Sir' as
a matter of courtesy. A tall hefty lad, at nine years I was in the Scout movement, and 'Uncle' decided
that I should learn how to fire a service revolver - despite the fact that I could only hold it with
two hands and the first round recoil knocked me flat on my back! Uproarously amused he later bought
me a box of Britain's Horse Artillery which today are collector's pieces. Little did I dream that
after World War II I would find myself employed by the famous Britain's.

From the start my collection was treated with care. Packed in boxes, wrapped and interleaved with
tissue, alter 'playing soldiers' they were carefully re-packed in proper order. Occasional damage was
carefully repaired, heads replaced with matchsticks and glue, and painting re-touehed. Conversion I
had not even heard of but I like to think these were the first faltering steps into the fantastic world
of modelling. As the collection grew over the years I had vague thoughts of preserving it for 'my son'.
Ironically, whilst in store during World War II the lot were destroyed in the 'blitz' period, and I
lost what might have been to me a small fortune.

Great-grandmother was a Court Dressmaker, great-grandfather Captain of a whaler under sail who
also became a marine artist of repute, which may account for my revealing artistic talent at an early
age. At school I received every encouragement and at home began to add crude scenic effects to my
collection and equipment copied from war books of which I was an avid reader. Especially by candle
light when supposed to be asleep - and I well remember the hiding I got for setting the counterpane on
fire! Boyhood leisure was devoted to sports, scouting and hobbies, then came the cinematograph
('movies to you!). I recall the first gory epic "The Birth of a Nation" which filled my dreams for
months, but I could not fathom then how a gigantic ancient warrior could battle on for at least half
a minute with his head lopped clean off. But those were the days and I became a cinema 'fan' - Satur
day matinees only admission one penny, or in some places a jam-jar.

Educated at Bridlington and Hull I developed a passion for sports (football, athletics, boxing,
and later fencing) and at Grammar School graduated from scouting to what we call today Army Cadets.
Holidays were spent 'messing about in boats', camping and sports activities whilst normal leisure was



devoted to reading, modelling, and 'playing soldiers'. Understandably, in view of my artistic bent 17
my mother opted for an artistic rather than a service career and I was sent to the College of Art,
where I ultimately graduated in Design and Commercial Art. Perhaps because of my feeling for uniforms,
spectacle and tradition, and 'art' at that time being considered something of a 'cissy' occupation, my
ambitions gravitated towards the theatre and films - but with a long hard struggle for recognition and
success ahead.

Eventually I gained some recognition as a designer of settings and costumes but life was hard-
going in the early thirties with few opportunities for new talent. Whilst Hollywood ruled the commer
cial field at that time, Germany was technically far ahead and pointing the way into a new era of film
making, so I decided to go there. With enough savings to last about three weeks with care and no
knowledge of the language, and a batch of models and drawings, I got a cheap passage on a cargo boat
from Hull to Hamburg, thence by train to Berlin. There I finally got an interview with Gunther Krampf,
top camera director of his era of the UFA organisation, and I was taken on. Thus my design and modell
ing career began in earnest, later taking me all over continental Europe. In Germany I became inter
ested in the amazing field of 'flats' and acquired a collection of beautiful 'Elastolin' figures - in
cluding a unique series eovering the 'Nazi' leaders and their organisation - which were often used in
presenting a diorama version of set designs. This was an eventful period packed with experiences. Of
which I think the most memorable were returning to London for the Jubilee of H.M. King George V; being
caught up in the street fighting in Vienna when Chancellor Dollfuss was assassinated, and a period of
voluntary service with the Nationalist forces in the Spanish Civil War. In 1938, on the same day that
Chamberlain flew to Munich, I returned home to join the Navy.

The war over, like many thousands of others it was back to square one for me too, and I had to
find out if I could still do my job. Strangely enough, I found myself welcoming the prospect of test
ing the knowledge and experienced gained abroad on my home ground. I got a job as designer/scenic
artist with a group of repertory companies and set off again down the long, long trail awinding. But
this time there was a demand for talent with experience and the competition was on a fairly level
start. Before long I was out of the 'straight' theatre and moving through commercial show business,
hopefully towards films again, but not without various ups and downs. Working as a designer respons
ible for sets, costumes and 'props' etc., entailed very long hours, frequently non-stop day and night.
It covered a wide range of subjects, particularly on the spectacular side, and called for an endless
amoung of scale modelling. Research kept me in touch with historical and military subjects but the
overall workload left practically no time to pursue the hobby.

In time "designed by Erik" became an established programme credit line. 1 started my own studio
and worked for most of the leading managements - Tom Arnold, Emile Littler, Jack Hylton, etc., and top
film companies - the story of those years would fill a book. The Ice Shows at Earls Court and Wembley
provided entre into the new television media and I designed the first revue and first pantomime to be
staged on British television. But I did not realise that this was the 'early warning' signal!

ORDERS ARE ORDERS!

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

by Arthur Harman

(Continued from last month)
Allowance should also be made for the possibility that a unit commander may use his initiative

to deviate from his orders in order to seize an opportunity suddenly presented to him. This can be
simulated by using a die throw, combined with the unit commander's rating, so that the more skilful
the officer, the more likely he is to seize such opportunities. If the initiative test is successful,
then the player assumes the role of that officer for an appropriate number of moves. There should be
a strict limit on the number of such initiative tests that may be taken in any one game; perhaps one
for commanders rated average and below; two for those with higher ratings.

At this point it is necessary to explain that my rules are designed for grand-tactical manoeuvres
with 6mm figures, and are based on similar principles to those suggested by Mr. Griffith in previous
issues of Wargamer's Newsletter. Casualties are not calculated in men or figures, but as a reduction
in a points total representing a units fighting capability and morale. Combats are decided by a
single calculation covering the entire melee from initial charge to final withdrawal. It is assumed
that unit commanders will have drawn up their men in the most appropriate formations for that situa
tion used by their armies, so the wargamer is spared the need to write individual orders for each
unit. The only situation which requires special treatment is combat between cavalry and infantry,
when the formation adopted by the latter is of crucial importance. If cavalry are visible to the
unit, then the commander will form square in time, provided that his rating plus a die throw reaches
a certain score. Thus average commanders and above will form square almost always, whilst lesser
commanders will sometimes fail to do so, with disastrous results! But if smoke, or some other obstruc
tion, might prevent the unit from seeing the cavalry, a deduction is made which makes the infantry's
chance of being caught much greater. The cavalry, faced with the opportunity to charge, has only to
beat a low score in order to do so, which it will usually do, provided it has a reasonably competent
commander. Counter-charges are handled in the same fashion, provided sufficient time remains within
the move.

It will be apparent that the result of these devices is to take a lot of the action, once battle
is joined, out of the control of the players. This simulates the realities of command better than
the traditional move-by-move order system, in which the wargamer has total control of the formations
and movements of all units at all times. For in real life, whilst the General may fervently hope that
one of his brigade commanders, whose troops are threatened by several squadrons of cavalry, will have
time to form square, he cannot absolutely rely on it. If wargamers wish to experience the role of
General, theft they must accept that such uncertainties have a part to play in their game.

To conclude, here is how a battlefield situation might be resolved. An infantry brigade is ad
vancing along a road, under orders to cauture a villasre. Its commander is rat.prt above average. An
enemy cavalry squadron, having been ordered to protect the village, advances to within charge distance.
The infantry commander tries to form square; throwing 1 on the die, and adding his personal rating -
6, giving a total of 7. Since the total needed to form square is 8, on this occasion he is unsuccess
ful, and the leading regiment is ridden down and routed. From a nearby hill the General observes the
rout, and quickly despatches a galloper with an urgent message for his cavalry reserve to advance to
support the stricken infantry. But how long will the message take to arrive? Only his opponent
knows that the message will never arrive, for the rider has been struck by a roundshot, and he is un
aware of its contents
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1356 - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET; - £1.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1785 - £4.25p. just out I WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS - £5.00p
WARGAMING RUI.ES; I. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BO to 900 AD) by Tony Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bathj
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by Donald Featherstone. 6. Late I9th
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period wargame
in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, citc) by Donald Featherstone. 8.
1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker. 9. Pike,and Shot - English Civil War-hy Donald
Featherstone. 40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARG/^MES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields

AT,L OBTATNABLE from THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



BOOK

REVIEWS
NAPOLEON: THE LAST CAMPAIGNS 1815-15 by James Lawford. (308 x 210

nini; 160 pages; 2k full colour illustrations and 180 black and white and
colour, Sampson Low - £6.95p.)

Sadly, Colonel James Lawford whom I was pleased to call a personal
friend, has died since his impressive book arrived for review. Produced
in the now familiar sumptuous style of such past books as Battles of the
American Revolution; Battles of the American Civil War and Colonel
Lawford's previous book The Cavalry, this is full of fine contemporary
illustrations and excellent maps besides a text that is full and inform
ative. Divided into three parts - 1813 The Struggle for Germany; 181k j
The French Campaign and 1815 The Hundred Days, the book's chapters deal
in full fashion with such battles as Lutzen, Bautzen, Leipzig, The
Allied invasion of France in 181k and the Waterloo Campaign. Sections
on the commanders are well illustrated as are those dealing with the
soldiers themselves and the armies. Strongly recommended to the
Napoleonic wargamer as both a valuable volume and a colourful addition
to his shelves.

TILL THE BOYS COME HOME - The Picture Postcards of the First World
War by Tonie and Valmai Holt. (12^" x 9f"; 192 pages; over 700 post-
cards illustrated in colour and black and white. Macdonald and Jane's

- £7.95p).

Apart from possessing this beautifully produced and attractively
coloured coffee-table book, I shall always view it in reminiscent
mood as I recall its launching-party held at the Salon Pernod in New
Bond Street, London, where for more than two hours the potent pernod downed in large quantities re
minded me of brain-fuddling Annisett sessions in Tunisia and Algeria during World War Two. It is
always pleasing to meet the author(s) of a book and in this case their interesting son and daughter,
and to realise that here is a fine example of marital togetherness bringing in some cash! But back
to the book which is a quite remarkable collection, reproduced both in colcrur and black and white of
the stirring but mostly touching postcards that our grandparents (and those of other countries) sent
and received during the tragic days of World War One. There is much of military interest in these
cards and the accompanying text, many of them depict uniforms, weapons and machines together with the
personalities of the war, the spirit of which is caught in a marked manner. Postcard collecting is
now a large-scale hobby with its own magazine and, like stamps, there are rare postcards with high
investment potential - if you are looking for a secondary interest with a military flavour then study
this book as it will undoubtedly give you ideas. Beautifully produced and a credit to both its
authors and publishers.

K\
P^ZER GRENADIERS by James Lucas and Matthew Cooper. (9f" x

7i"; 160 pages; 111 black and white photographs; k maps. Macdonald
and Jane's. £5.50p.)

Moscow 19kl;
or not there

matter for c

graphy, this

(I*" ̂  . >■ Another Macdonald illustrated War Study by experienced authors
.  connected with the Imperial War Museum, this is a very well produced
)  and informative book with a fine collection of photographs that are

quite new to me. It begins with a comprehensive section on the
Eevelopment of Motorised Infantry, their organisation and equipment
which includes considerable technical data on vehicles and weapons.
The Panzer Grenadier is a successful modern concept which is fully

SBPaj81BHp3|?v. developed in all major contemporary armies. The authors have very
■  ■ ably described the role of these troops in World War Two by consider

ing four separate actions by notable formations - in the advance on
Normandy June-July 19kk; Arnhem September 19kk and the Neisse River April 19k5. Whether
is any opprobrium in the fact that three of the formations are Waffen-SS formations is a

onjecture. Concluding with a useful section on Unit Histories, and Epilogue and Biblio-
book is undoubtedly a definitive source of information on its title subject.

From BLANDFORD PRESS LIMITED have come their four latest publications, all in that neat and attrac
tive style which has become so familiar. The latest in their "... in Colour" volumes are CASTLES IN
COLOUR hy Anthony Kemp and ANTIQUE GUNS IN COLOUR 1250-1865 by Robert Wilkinson-Latham. Anthony Kemp's
book is of great interest to me because at the moment 1 am a member of his class at Southampton
University in a course he is conducting on Forts and Fortifications in the Solent and I have the great
est respect for his knowledge of castles and fortifications in general. His „ook is a credit to him
and is a delight to leaf through besides being full of vital technical information on castles in
general, fortifications in Europe before 1100; the 12th century castle; the Golden Age of the 13th
century; the Decline of the Castle and the Romantic Revival. All these sections are full of first-
class authoritive information. Then comes 121 quite beautiful photographs of castles throughout the
world, many familiar, others new but providing a tempting source of future explorations. Each of them
is accompanied by a short description of it and its history. There is also a section dealing with
siege-engines and a glossary of technical terms. I found this a delightful little volume which will
be a constant source of reference and, for this day and age, quite inexpensive at £3.75p. Equally high
in standard is Robert Wilkinson-Latham's book on antique guns, with separate chapters on various types
of early handguns and the military arms of the 18th and 19th centuries in various countries of the
world. There are 118 colour plates, each with descriptive text which could make this book a fine re
ference source at the very low price of £3.95p.



Then comes ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR 1 by Andrew Mollo:/ and Pierre Turner which contains 245
coloYired illustrations of not only the soldiers and uniforms of all the combatants of World War I
but also badges, steel helmets, personal equipment, backed by a very full text which gives in detail
information on all aspects of the illustrations. Readers may recall that drawings in books by Andrew
Molld and Pierre Turner have been likened to those reproduced photographically since they appear so
lifelike but assurance is given that they are the result of painstaking skill and patience - the re
sult is certainly impressive. Our old friend Terry Wise backed by the well-known Guido Rosignoli has
produced MILITARY FLAGS OF THE WORLD I6I8-I9OO - 392 of them! It is quite astonishing how the authors
have managed to turn up Regimental Colours ranging from the Thirty Years War up to British Victorian
Colonial Wars without seemingly missing out a single campaign, even of the most obscure nature. The
wargamer seeking authoritive Colours for his units will find this book to be a blessing and the text
covering historical background, etc., and the description of each flag is both valuable and fascinating.
A most useful addition to military literature, it sells at £4.50p.

AXIS COMBAT TANKS by Peter Chamberlain and Chris Ellis - A World War Two Fact File. (lOi" x 8";
64 pages, 2 or 3 photographs per page. Macdonald and Jane's - £2.25p paperback, £3.25p hardback).

These two authors need no introduction and this book is fully up to their usual standard. It pro
vides detailed specifications, historical data both in text and photographs of the various Axis tanks
of World War Two, ranging from the Japanese 3 ton mini-tanks to the massive German Royal Tiger. In
valuable to the wargamer fighting World War Two battles.

The latest SQUADRON/SIGNAL PUBLICATIONS in their Aircraft Series are No.31 B-29 SUPERFORTRESS IN
ACTION and No.32 The F-14 TOMCAT IN ACTION. Both sell at ^3.95 and can be obtained in this country
from Almark and Hersants. As always, they are packed from cover to cover with a quite extraordinary
collection of photographs showing technical details besides interesting real-life incidents. Each con
tains the usual coloured section showing the camouflage and general colour scheme of these aircraft.

LETTERS
"We as a club would like to say how much we endorse what you have said about the evils of competi

tion wargaming in your October Editorial in Wargamer's Newsletter. Whilst the idea of competing is
probably inherent in the nature of wargames (after all, war is the ultimate competition), it seems that
a lot of enjoyment is lost by the overwhelming desire of many otherwise perfectly normal people, to win
by any means, ir.respective of any bad feeling, unhistorical actions, and doubtful techniques. All of
our members have had experience of this syndrome, and we would be dishonest if we did not admit that
we have been guilty of it at some time or to some degree. In many ways it is, as mentioned before,
almost inevitable. However we have solved the problem in our own club by the use of umpires in the
same way that you suggested in your editorial, exercising a God-like control of the proceedings. This
significantly reduces bickering and virtually eliminates unhistorical situations. Another idea we use
is a "Comments sheet", where if a player is unhappy with the rules, or that something is not covered,
or dealt with in the wrong way, he simply writes his complaint down on the sheet, and it is discussed
and argued over AFTER the game, thus not wasting any time during the wargame on (often) spurious dis
cussion. This works well provided the players involved are prepared to divorce themselves from rule
manipulation and start thinking about tactics and methods of the period. Finally we would like to say
that we think that your magazine is the most valuable and practical journal on wargames. Keep up the
good work!"

Jim Wallman, Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group, 48 Palace Road, London SW2.

ooOoo

"I noted with interest the remarks on page 9 about War Game Championships. I took part in the
All Ireland Wargames Finals in Belfast and after that, I never played again. With bombs going off in
various directions, it would have been ridiculous to be arrested for killing a man with model soldiers.
I think there should be a competition rule to all Wargame Championships that the referee should not
live in the same city as either of the competitors."

Shamus 0. D. Wade of Acton, London W.3.

ooOoo

"My apologies for misreading the name of the Chairman of the Cromer Club.

I see from this month's "Battle" magazine that the argument continues. Perhaps we are taking it
all too seriously. I suppose if we analyse the position we really have three classes of games. Those
that began centuries ago. Chess and Go, as war games, but have long since become games in their own
right; with their own literature. Secondly we have wargaming as we know it, derived on the one hand
from Kriegspiel and on the other principally from Wells's "Little Wars", in which with either miniature
figures or pieces on a board we endeavour to fight wars, battles or skirmishes based on some historical
precedent. Thirdly we have this new development of fantasy games which attempt to "game" fantasy or
science fiction. I still feel that these are not really wargames in our sense of the word. Good, or
great (e.g. Tolkien) Fantasy or Science Fiction is for reading; we can well identify ourselves with the
heroes. But to attempt to "game" these is not the same as wargaming, which is attempting to refight
battles with figures representing armies which really existed at some historical time. In fantasy we
are not dealing with reality. However entertaining these games may be they still contain a Cinderella
element whether we call it simply "magic" or, more portentiously "sorcery". Primarily I think the
right place for these is in "Games and Puzzles" rather than "Battle" or the Newsletter.

In referring to "Fantasy Gaming" I have in mind games using miniature figures. I cannot see how
"Dungeons and Dragons" and similar games can be called "wargames" in any way, since they are simply,
in effect, pencil and paper games. Incidentally, however, are you yourself not getting ideas about
fantasy with your idea of a modern army opposing Tyrannosaurus or Triceratops? Shades of "Wizard" and
"Hotspur"! I notice your reference to the typed version of Sun Tsu. I have recently obtained a paper
back translation from "Minden Books", a 1976 reprint of an 0.U.P.publication."

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.



"In response to your Editorial in the September issue of Wargamer's Newsletter, may 1 offer my 2I
views/opinions regarding the sudden rage in Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi wargaming? As you are prohahly
aware, the craze of Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi wargaming had its origins here in America. It spread
like wildfire, and has now invaded Britain. The epidemic of this new wargaming genre caught the U.S.
(and now England) totally hy surprise. Thousands and thousands of people have discovered wargaming
heeause of it. What has this done to the hohby? In my opinion, Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi wargaming
has provided a welcome bridge between wargamers and some important groups of people who previously
never played miniature wargames. These groups are the Science-Fiction enthusiasts and the purely
board-game wargamers. In the Seattle area, in particular, new wargamers have been popping up,
seemingly out of nowhere, and joining in with the local groups of miniature wargamers. About two
years ago when this mania first invaded the Seattle area, these new gamers were almost entirely re
stricting their play to Dungeon, Fantasy, and Sci-Fi wargames. Recently, however, their interests
have broadened and the Ancient, Medieval, Napoleonic, ACW, Colonial and Micro-Armour wargamers have
all of a sudden found many new (and willing) players. Our particular club has added six new gamers
in the past year who, up to just a couple of years ago, knew nothing of miniature wargames. The
Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi craze has brought them into the open, and, they have really gotten involved in
the hobby. As this new area of interest has just recently caught on in Britain, 1 would suggest that
you do not worry too much about its effect on the more "traditional" forms of miniature wargaming.
Give these newcomers a year or two, and they will wish to broaden their interests, just as it happened
here in the greater Seattle area. You may find that you will all of a sudden have too many people
wishing to get into Ancients or Napoleonics.

As to the reasons for the popularity of the Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi games, 1 can only offer a few
opinions of my own. Firstly, these new areas of interest have some broadly accepted rules. Very
seldom have 1 seen so many clubs/groups using the same set of rules! This is unheard of among most
wargaming circles. Most groups prefer to use their own set of rules, or a set made from the good
parts of several sets of rules. Let's face it, DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS is almost universally accepted
as the set of rules for Dungeon/Fantasy wargaming. The only possible competition in this area may be
WRG's ANCIENT rules, which have a good world-side following. Besides this universal acceptance of
rules, Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi rules have no basis of historical fact to which they must answer. With
no historical precedences to follow or adhere to, the new rules have more flexibility. It is easy to
say in a set of Fantasy rules that an ogre is fifteen feet tall and armed with an eight-foot war club.
If a Napoleonic wargamer attempts to arm his Old Guard with Maxim guns, his fellow club members would
(or should) quickly refer him to Chandler, or Jomini, or some other authority and tell him to return
when things have been corrected. There is also a certain degree of "personal" involvement linked to
the new gaming areas. For many people it is easier to imagine themselves leading a small part of
adventurers into a damp and dark Dungeon than it is for them to imagine themselves leading the charge
of the Royal Scots Greys at Waterloo. As for the conversion of board-game wargamers to miniatures
wargamers via Dungeon and Fantasy games, the change seems to be a logical one. 1 have seen many a
serious board-game wargamer take one look at a wargame table covered with hundreds of intricately
painted troops and throw his hands up into the air, walk out of the room, and exclaim "No.. No., it's
too much for me!" Exit one potential miniature wargamer (possibly forever). Now, take this board-
gamer (who probably swore up and down that he would never get involved with miniatures) and introduce
him to Dungeoning with, say, a half-dozen figures, and he will probably really enjoy the game. After
a few expeditions, his party will have risen to 25 or 30, and soon he will be wanting entire regiments
to fight surface battles! Now is the time to introduce him to another era of wargaming (say Ancients
or Medievals) and he is likely to become interested.

The sudden interest in Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci-Fi wargames also introduces many people with little or
no background in history into the hobby. No longer are all wargamers history or military enthusiasts
exclusively .... there are now Fantasy and Science-Fiction enthusiasts involved in the hobby. In
conclusion, let me say that the sudden rise in interest toward Dungeon/Fantasy/Sci—Fi wargaming is
something which will pass. There will be much enthusiasm for it for a certain amount of time, poss
ibly even a couple of years, then it will die down and become just another of the many options which
wargamers have to choose between. Who knows what the next new "fad" in wargaming will be ...-. maybe
Neanderthal man hunting for the Woolly Mammoth???"

Lynn E.Bodin, Secretary WestemWashington Wargamers, U.S.A.

ooOoo

I haven't been doing much in the wargaming way lately as 1 am working up to an Open University
Course next February. That will leave me very little time free, but 1 expect quite a proportion of
What I do have will be spent reading and painting figures as usual. 1 know at Christmas 1 shall be
getting Chris Duffy s "The Army of Maria Theresa" - 1 already have his "Army of Frederick the Great".
+u Sood it is. 1 have taken a copy of the new "Wargamers Monthly" and it seems very good.pence seems a great deal - it is still ten shillings to me. The price of figures and paint
stiii climbs - 1 am toying with the idea of carving some from some holly wood 1 have - 1 did some
c essmen once and that was awkward enough, though they were several inches high - 1 expect 1 will save
up and buy manufactured ones after all.

4T1 • ^ wargame in "suspended animation" on my wargames table at the moment, Romans vs Huns andAllies. Both sides are poised on either side a river which has a single bridge and two fords - but
he opposing General has gone back to school, so the battle is waiting for his return at Christmas."

David Barnes of Basingstoke.

00O60

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Do Foot Guards wear a bearskin or a busby?

2. What were Condottieri?

3. What were Fusiliers?

k. When were Lancers introduced into the British Army?

5. Dates of Battles of (a) Lexington (b) Lewes (c) Little Bighorn (d) Lodi Bridge (e) Lundy's

6. Name wars or campaigns of which they were part.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 25
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Last year AIRFIX ||||Tn|l|M «BBaak^^' £!put out a HO/OO scale "UUIl ll||| ^

■bamboo longhouse preva- 2'- 3
lent In the Jungle ■ ■ Jfi"': i'.- fl
areas of the Far East ' "^"- if --"i.:*,.' ■■andh"se(i continually^by^ . ' ' • "'^ REDUtT I
troops in World War Two. •ijil"'* ;•,'?-^;i
The 70 part kit includes

buildings and military >. " '•■' '"" ♦--'^''TlNff' "^^"V
equipment; shovels, [
picks, storage crates, */■ { :.,.»» 9^-.'■iijJ^
pack horses, petrol \ . ■ -■■■ . "?R ■' ^ ^ '■>
drums, bicycles and two •Si.i>''- . " s ''""v^'^tiiw •'" " cf
Japanese model soldiers. v., '* —«i=3^k \ :yw^ ■
A full colour illustra- '> .-
tion given on the box ■irt''.^ |Hfii|B|S|H jr> *' ■"
lid assists in painting w."!, " '!' '
and the makers also iTj*" - ' '■ -' ^
supply instructions for
the construction of "
suitable base-boards.
At £1.05p this is a
pleasing kit which should make a good table centre-piece around which to base a wargame.

Last night 1 was taken to task in a genial way by Neville Dickinson of MINIATURE FIGURINES for not
saying a single word about them in last month's "Must List". I could only plead that, having no
samples to review, and with no knowledge of their current activities I could not think of anything to
say about them. At the moment of writing this I still have nothing to review from Miniature Figurines
which I imagine is purely due to the fact that they all seem to be so busy down there that they do not
have time to send out review items, rather than nothing new is being turned out! I say this with the
background of recently being given a conducted tour over their new factory when showing a young nephew,
a wargaming enthusiast, around the premises. It is all most impressive whilst not quite on the scale
of the Space laboratories at Houston, Texas, that we see on television during moon shots, it certainly
is a hive of industry with people rushing about carrying hot moulds which disgorge dangerously heated
metal figures. I was looking at the serried ranks of shelves and was astonished at the number of other
items that were completely new to me, of which I had no idea were in production. One of the troubles
of being a wargamer is that there is so much inspiration and stimulus in seeing new models that ones
ideas and projects keep darting off at tangents - I had to take a very firm grip on myself during this
visit to avoid becoming embroiled in some unplanned activities! I did fall for some of the new Colonial
figures however and purchased enough Arabs, North-West Frontier Tribesmen and Boers to make up sizeable
groups. Because my Colonial set-up is in 30mm scale normally I cannot avail myself of the vast out
pouring of 25mm Colonial wargames figures but in this case I purchased men who were in kneeling firing
positions because kneeling -~25mm men always seem to be a bit bigger than they ought to be and thus fit
in with my other 30mm figures. No doubt Ron Miles will shortly be handing me a small but heavy box of
Minifig samples which I will be delighted to review - Neville, that is not a hint!

In recent months I have become quite well acquainted with that very amiable character Giles Brown
who, with his wife (and newly arrived infant) are the guiding force behind DORSET (METAL MODEL) SOLDIERS
of 19 Salisbury Street, Shaftesbury, Dorset. I have received a pleasant little illustrated catalogue
from them depicting numbers of these nostalgic 5Amm figures so similar in style to the old hollow-cast
toy soldiers of my youth. The range mainly represents British, Colonial Indian and Foreign Armies from
1880 to 191^ and can be purchased hand-finished in gloss paint or as unpainted castings. They can pro
duce almost any unit that is required within the stated limits and all items are sold individually but
multiples of seven figures on foot are supplied with an illustrated display and storage box. Each month
they have a limited issue of 100 numbered boxed sets and once a number has been issu^ it remains that of
the purchaser who it is hoped will purchase further sets to complete his numbered collection. So far as
wargamers are concerned there are figures available in action poses and the G.S. wagon and the Royal
Artillery gun team pictured on the back arouse great memories of my youth when wargames were fought on
the floor in wild and woolly fashion.

Have you noticed that remarkable model fort built by George Erik of MINIATURE WARFARE for one of
his customers which he has featured in this month's advertisement on another page? It really is an
impressive piece of work that will grace any wargames table or serve as a fine eye-catching piece in
a shop window or show-case. George Erik is very talented, sincere and eager to help wargamers so, if
you want to give yourself a treat (and let us be frank, these things are not cheap in the sense that
they represent first-class hand-made one-off constructions) then send your wants to Georee for an
estimate.
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The latest AIRFIX aircraft
cnnstructlon kit of the FW190
allows at least two versions of
this famous aircraft to he con
structed. The fighter version,
FWI9OA-8 with a standard canopy
and the ground attack version,
FWI9OF-8 which has a bulged hood
and underwlng hombs. An Interest
ing model, 5 Ins long (l2.8cms)
with a 5i Ins (ikcms) wlngspan Is
built from the 60 parts and numer
ous options have been Incorporated,
allowing the modeller plenty of
scope. The many optional parts In
cluded affect the undercarriage
positioning, wing armament, bomb
loads, underwlng armament and mark
ings. There are■transfers for two
operational aircraft and full paint
ing Instructions are given; the
fully Illustrated box artwork pro
vides useful guldr '^'es. Price k9p.

 At the risk of Infuriating some

^  ""y regular readers but because I
'' believe their ai l: others to whom

this will be Interesting, I am en-
liDii ' closing some Information of theTlf latest products In the Science

Fiction and Fantasy wargamlng worldf - If this Is not your scene then
skip this paragraph! GAMES WORKSHOP
of 97 Uxbrldge Road, London W12 8NL,

who regularly support this magazine with advertising write the following - "NEWS ON THE SF/F FRONT ...
The DUNGEONS DRAGONS revision has been completed In the States and will be available over here shortly.
In two forms: a complete boxed set comprising the new D & D Basic Rulebook, Dungeon Geomorph I; Monster
& Treasure Assortment I and a Multl—Sided Dice Set — the Basic Rulebook will also be available separately,
for those who prefer to build up their sets gradually. Basic D & D will contain a much clarified intro
ductory guide to the game with rules for developing characters (Fighters, Magic—Users, Clerics, Thieves)
to 3rd level. Simple spells, treasure and dungeon construction to third level are also explained. The
Basic Rulebook will be followed by an "Advanced Dungeons & Dragons" for hard-core enthusiasts, which
among other things will develop characters beyond 3rd level, and finally an "Encyclopaedia of Monsters"
will complete the set. Anticipated prices are: Boxed Set £7.50p; Basic Rulebook alone £2.50p. Fantasy
Games Unlimited have Just published what must surely be the most all-encompassing set of fantasy rules
to date, with their CHIVALRY & SORCERY. This 132-page rulebook covers everything In fantasy - medieval
and fantasy campaigns, feudal warfare, magical combat, alchemy, sieges, tournaments, dungeon adventures
and role play - all for £6.50p. Also, two wargames rules books THE BLUE-LIGHT MANUAL fAmerlcan Civil
War) and FREDERICK THE GREAT."

The recent hive of Industry I saw at Miniature Figurines and the large box of review samples of
their October 1977 releases just received from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED cause me to repeat once more —
Who Is buying all these figures? Obviously somebody must be and such Is the wonderful availability of
really first-class models from both these firms and others that the wargamer just does hot realise how
lucky he Is - maybe It Is all made too easy for him! Anyway, back to HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED whose
large box contained nothing that was not connected with wargamlng! There are so many new items coming
out lately from this firm that I cannot help thinking that the designers must really be enjoying them
selves as they indulge their whims and fancies to turn out exquisite equipment, models and groups. For
example, among the October releases are such gems as an early Turkish Renaissance gun and an early
Indian gun of the same period really beautiful and realistic little pieces. Then there Is a small
catapult that can be used any period from Roman to Medieval, with a rigid throwing arm and a nice lltte
American Civil War battery wagon which Is suitable to use as a trailer type wagon of all periods - all
of these models sell at 70p and each In their way will greatly embellish the periods for which they are
Intended. As I said before, I Imagine the designers got a lot of pleasure out of making these and It
must be nice to see ones talents rewarded by Items being produced and sold In large numbers. The recent
Issue of Hlnchliffe equipment groups has been marked by some really fine pieces which, made up and well
painted, could quite easily take their place In a museum show-case so accurate and colourful are they.
Tne four new groups available are two Renaissance carts, one hand and^the: other horse drawn — the
first carries a mortar and a marker flag and has two men In fine straining positions pulling It and a
nonchalant gunner walking round carrying the tools of his trade; It Is a good buy at 70p. The horse
drawn wagon carries A powder barrels and also has a marker flag and Is attended by a driver and a
gunner; this sells at £1.20p. Both of these are very Impressive and up to the high standard of pre
vious groups In this period. Then there Is a group of baggage camels with mixed loads, three to a box
at £1.20p - very well made solid looking "Ships of the Desert" which can be used for any period (and
will be taking their place In my British Colonial Egyptian Wars of the 1880s). Finally there are three
delightful little baggage donkeys with mixed loads, three In a box for 70p. These are nice chubby
little animals who can be used for a variety of purposes In any military historical period.

I said earlier that all Hlnchllffe October releases were of interest to wargamers so let me detail
them. They are Napoleonic and American Civil War and the former consists of a British Light Infantry
drummer and bugler, slim figures with a quite appropriate and distinctive appearance as compared to the
"chunkier" style of the French and others. French Eagle bearer and Line drummer In greatcoats - both
well done, particularly the drummer which possesses lots of detail and will paint up beautifully. Then,
as with most of this collection, providing those additional figures which hall-mark our units, there Is
a group of French Napoleonic cavalry standard or guidon bearers - a Line lancer. Hussar, a Line



chasseur and a Line Dragoon, keeping company with a Hussar Elite company trooper. All are fine
figures well worthy of proudly carrying the standards that accompany them. No douht the Russian
Hussar Guidon hearer also feels the same! Dutch Belgian Napoleonic infantry are represented hy
standard hearers of Line infantry and militia, hoth well done and will undoubtedly grace any unit
although I must confess I do not really personally know anyone who has a Dutch Belgian Napoleonic
army. I am very taken with the American Civil War range and consider that the drummer in the slouch
hat is a quite remarkable figure in 25mm scale, complete with moustache! The four cavalry pieces
consist of Cavalry trumpeters and standard hearers for Union and Confederate forces and the designer
really has caught their style which in its way is undoubtedly (and quite naturally) different to the
cavalry positions of the Napoleonic figures mentioned earlier. I like them very much indeed.

I always feel a little inadequate when reviewing these figures because I am not one to dive into
anatomical and physiological "nitty-gritty" as do some reviewers - to me a figure is pleasing or not
and its beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder who is usually the person who painted it. It is fair
to say that a remark I heard the other day about Hinchliffe figures, meant as a criticism - "They have
so much detail on them they are hard to paint" is really a remarkable compliment to the designer and
Hinchliffe Models Limited.

Recently supporting this
magazine with advertising are
JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LTD., J
25 Cowleaze Road, Kingston-upon- J
Thames, Surrey KT2 6ED. In
addition to such model access-

ories as their well-known range
of military items including con-
temporary British, German and '— .
Russian tanks and British soft f 1"'-
vehicles, they produce a wide K|| J:'
range of scenic accessories Bk i
which include various types of ^
trees, etched foliage and etched ^B
fencing. They can provide two
types of tree kits - the shell
shattered or dead trees which

come as white metal castings of
trunks and branches to be

arranged as desired or various
types of trees such as conifers, fruit trees.types of trees such as conifers, fruit trees,

PRESENTATION AND 00 SCALE 30' KIT SHELL SHATTERED KIT'S'

poplars, deciduous, etc., which come in cast white metal
trunk and branches with material available to make the smaller branches and a pack of texture used to
represent leaves. Then the range includes ready-made trees boxed on either a string and wire frame or
an etched frame which come in deluxe or standard versions. The fencing includes barbed wire in two
different sizes and it all comes in a standard sheet size 6" x 4" with the barbed wire in 6" lengths

1977. They also have a list of Naval Fittings but the scale is not given i- nowever, it starts witn a
25ft motorboat at £5.29p and twin 20mm Oerlikon at £1.38p, which might give some idea of their size.
All types of items are available for the Naval wargamer or the modeller who is making high grade Naval
models^

At a recent one-day Convention on Medieval Warfare held in the Tower of London no less, it was
pleasing to see Bill Lamming of LAMMING MINIATURES with a colleague fighting a very colourful siege
set-up in 25mm figures from his excellent Medieval range. It had everything including Ancient siege-
engines, towers, mine-shafts, the Commander of the fortress escaping disguised as a woman, a bunch of
monks ambling across the middle of a battlefield, pavises and earthworks, etc., etc. There is a great
deal to be said for wargaming in the Medieval period and sieges are an almost completely ignored yet
intriguing aspect of our hobby.

FROM THE ADVERTS; TREVIS of 19 Woodbastwick Road, Sydenham, SE26, are selling for 95p plus post and
packing the "Andy Clamp" a simple yet cleverly designed handle to hold figures when painting. GRYFFYN
MINIATURES of 5 Tower Hill, Hessle, North Humberside HU13 OSP, specialise in painting wargames figures
to a high standard from 35p for a foot figure to about 40-45p for a cavalry figure, with Personality
mounted figures extra. DIXON MINIATURES of Ash Grove, Royles Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersfield. West
Yorks HD3 4TU, have some interesting new 25mm Ancients - Arabs, Asiatics, Vikings and Chinese. JOHN
NIBLETT of 50 The Broadway, Herne Bay, Kent, who designed many of the Airfix HO/OO range of plastic
figures has an interesting range of 20mm scale cast metal llth, 12th and 14th century knights and some
17th century infantry at 6 foot for 72p or 3 mounted for £1.60p plus 12p postage and packing. MINOTS
MINIATURE ARMOURY of P.O.Box 25, Watling Street, Elstree, Herts WD6 3BP, have an excellent range of 25mm
wargames figures in the British Colonial range for the Zulu War - British infantry and Zulu warriors
besides Personality figures for Rorkes Drift plus an interesting range of mealie bags, wooden cases and
ammunition boxes. Note the new British Colonial 20mm wargames figures and items in the HARROW MODEL
SHOP advert in this issue - the Colonial supply wagon with four horse team sounds exciting. MICRO-MOLD
are offering BELLONA terrain pieces - the latest at 9^p each are a country house and lodge and the
German 155mm gun position.

BATTLEFIELD TOURS

In conjunction with Townsend Thoresen the European Ferries, Major Tonie and Mrs. Valmai Holt (co
authors of the book on World War One postcards reviewed elsewhere in this issue) are personally eon-
ducting short tours (Friday/Saturday/Sunday or Saturday/Sunday/Monday) to European battlefields. With
prices starting from as little as £74.50p, scheduled tours for 1978 include World War One - Ypres,
Vimy, and the Somme; the Normandy beaches and the Arnhem operation. The tours include military '
lectures and commentaries with two nights in luxury hotels, travel by luxury coach, cross channel
meals with all museum entrances and other fees included. They start in Spring 1978 and if you want
information about them write to Major and Mrs. T. Holt, Military Tours and Visits, c/o Excursion Dept.
Townsend Thoresen, Car Perry Centre, 1 Camden Crescent, Dover CTI6 ILD. '



NOnCEBOARD
yAKTED: 20/25nun metal, plastic, painted, unpalnted Medie-val figures. Contact David Lanchester

32 All Saints Close, Edmonton, London N9 9AT. 01-80707000,

ooOoo

Dick Tennant, wargamer and collector, late of Southampton and Taiwan is now residing at Akker-
straat 11, Hoogeloon, Noord-Brahant, The Netherlands.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS ¥ARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c or 11 for ̂ 5.50). Back numbers March 197^ to date
can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W,l.) at ̂ p per copy includ
ing postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, London W.l.

ooOoo

Attention is drawn to the '78 CLUB OF THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP (l62 Infirmary Road, Sheffield
S63DN) which enables you to obtain from one retailer the latest releases from manufacturers who ad
vertise in the various wargame and modelling magazines. With the first 3 month's subscription to the
Club, you will receive FREE three catalogues of manufacturers of your own choice. Send SAE for.de
tails.

LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - December 1977. A lot on aircraft and some interesting photos of today's Army and
weapons; illustrated articles on the Skink AA tank; early armoured cars of the Royal Air Force plus
features on the latest kits, models, books, etc.

GUIDON - No.3 1977 - The quarterly magazine of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America, contains
much information and illustrations of 18th century uniforms, including American Revolution. Also
figure reviews but mainly larger scale.

LONE WARRIOR - November 1977 - Journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association. Contains articles on
Partisans in a Solo Wargames Campaign; The Problems of Time in Solo Games; plus items on board war-
gaming and correspondence.

MILITARY MODELLING - December 1977. A very full Christmasy number packed with tantalising advertis-
ments and containing well illustrated features and articles on Standards of the English Civil Wars;
The Lifeguards at Waterloo; plus well illustrated features on the latest models, kits, etc., corres
pondence and details of modelling interest.

NORSEMAN - Magazine of the Northern Association of Wargamers. These always come in batches of four or
so which makes it conveniently possible for me to closely follow up the arguments, coitroversies and
acrimony that refreshingly reverberates in the pages of this lively magazine. Also they contain use
ful articles on wargames and campaigns, the latest figures, book reviews, uniforms, etc. Worth looking
at as an example- of a good club magazine or from the angle of a more frank and blunt approach to war-
gaming than one normally gets (just about what one would expect from the North where a soldier is
called a bloody infantryman).

SOLDIER - November 1977. A well illustrated magazine of the Modern Army contains articles on The
London Scottish Museum; A Visit to Ypres plus first-class reviews of military books and L.P's while
the up^o-date news of the British Army is eye-opening on occasions.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 47. The last but one of this magazine wider its present publishers (rumour has it
that it has been taken over and will continue to be published). This issue contains the usual well-
illustrated articles on the first German paratroop forces to be launched against Denmark and Norway;
a decoy unit in Burma in 1943-5; the B29 Superfortress; The Battle of Loos 1915; a German U-Boat
operation aimed at Britain's oil supplies in World War Two plus an article on the Centurian tank.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ ON PAGE 21

Bearskin.

Bands of mercenaries usually Italian. Soldiers of Fortune who hired themselves out for military
service.

Soldiers armed with a light musket or fusil, slung over back and should so that they wore a fur
cap instead of usual broadbrimmed headgear. In British Army, the Royal Fusiliers were raised to
guard the artillery train.
1816.
a) 19 April 1775: b) 14 May 1264: c) 25 June 1876: d) 7 May 1796: e) 25 July 1814.
a) American Revolution: b) Second Barons War: c) Second Sioux War: d) Wars of the French

Revolution: e) American War of 1812.



NAPOLEON AND THE ARCHDUKE

CHARLES, A history of the
Franco-Austrian campaign in the valley of
the Danube in 1809, F. Loraine Petre, 440

pages, 5 large maps, £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN
GERMANY, 1813, F. Loraine Petre.
403 pages, 17 maps and plans,
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CONQUEST OF

PRUSSIA, 1806, F. Loraine Petre. 372
pages. 16 plates and 3 fold-out maps,
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN

POLAND, 1806-7, F. Loraine Petre.
384 pages, 16 pages of illustration. 10
large maps. £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON AT BAY. 1814, F. Loraine
Petre. 236 pages with 3 fold-out maps.
£5.95 net.

THE SPITFIRE V MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Spitfire
F.VA, F.VB. F.VC, LF.VA. LF.VB. and

LF.VC 1941-1945. 336 pages. 173
illustrations, £4.95 net.

THE HURRICANE II MANUAL, The
official Air Publication for the Hurricane

IIA, IIB, lie, MD. IV and Sea Hurricane

MB and IIC 1941-1945. 440 pages. 142
illustrations and 2 cut-away diagrams,
£5.95 net.

BRITISH AVIATION COLOURS OF

WORLD WAR TWO, The Official British
Aircraft Colours, 64 pages including
colour chart, £4.95 net.

BRITISH MILITARY AIRCRAFT OF

WORLD WAR ONE, 248 pages, 70
pages of diagrams and charts,
£7.50 net.

THE LANCASTER MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Lancaster

l^k.l and III 1942-45. 532 pages, fully
illustrated, £7.95 net.

THE MOSQUITO MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Mosquito
F. Mk.ll, N.F. Mk. XII and N.F. Mk. XVII

1941-1945. Over 300 pages, fully
illustrated. £7.95 net.

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INFANTRY

WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR TWO,
Ian Hogg. 192 pages with over 350
illustrations. £4.95 net.

THE RUSSIAN WAR MACHINE

1917-1945, Antony Preston. 256 pages
(64 in full colour), over 375 illustrations,
£5.95 net.

COMBAT AIRCRAFT OF WORLD

WAR TWO, Elke C. Weal, John A.
Weal and Richard F. Barker. 240

pages, over 400 illustrations (176 in
colour) £9.95 net.

MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE

20th CENTURY, Ian Hogg and John
Weeks. 304 pages, over 600
Illustrations. £9.95 net.
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DER ADLER: THE LUFTWAFEE

MAGAZINE. Masami Tokoi, 200 pages,
260 illustrations. 40 full colour

photographs. £4.95 net.

WORLD MILITARY AVIATION,
Nikolaus Krivinyi, 224 pages with nearly
1.000 illustrations, £7.50 net.

BRITISH BATTLESHIPS OF WORLD

WAR TWO, Alan Raven and John
Roberts. 436 pages, over 600
illustrations including over 300
constant-scale tine drawings, 8 fold-outs
and 4 pages of colour, £19.95 net.

SUBMARINES OF WORLD WAR

TWO, Erminto Bagnasco. 256 pages,
over 500 illustrations, £12.95 net.

WARSHIPS OF THE IMPERIAL

JAPANESE NAVY 1869-1945,
Jentschura, Jung and Mickel. 280
pages, over 500 illustrations, £12.95
net.

A selection from Arms & Armour Press
T1RPITZ: THE FLOATING FORTRESS,
David Brown. 160 pages, 200
photographs, 5 maps and fold-out
drawings. £6.96 net.

GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS AND

INSIGNIA 1933-1945. Brian L. Davies

224 pages, 4 pages of colour and 375
monochrome illustrations, £5.95 net.

AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. NAVY. 72

pages, over 200 illustrations, £3.95 net.

GERMAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR
TWO, P.M.Von Senger und Etterlin. 214
pages, 300 illustrations, £5.25 net.

PANZER COLOURS, Camouflage of
the German Panzer Forces 1939-45.

Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy, 96
pages. 69 colour and over 170
monochrome illustrations. £4.95 net.

FIREPOWER, Weapon effectiveness
on the battlefield, 1630-1850.
Major-Ger>eral B. P. Hughes, 176
pages, 150 iilustrations, maps and
diagrams, £4.95 net.

KEY UNIFORM GUIDES:

1. U.S. INFANTRY EUROPE 1944-45,

Howard P. Davies.

2. BRITISH PARACHUTE FORCES

1940-45. Howard P. Davies.

3. BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY, NORTH

AFRICA 1940-1943,

Robin Adair.

4. LUFTWAFFE AIR CREWS, BATTLE

OF BRITAIN 1940.

Brian L. Davies.

5. GERMAN PARACHUTE FORCES.

1939-1945.

Brian L. Davies.

6. U.S. AIRBORNE AORCES.

EUROPE, 1942-1945,

Brian L. Davies.

Each 32 pages plus 4 pages of colour.

£0.95 net.

2-6 Hampstead
High Street

London NW13 1QQ
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An interested reader liked the "superb presentation" of a modem architeotuBal concept, but
could we build historical stmctures to the same standard ? WE CAN, AND WE DO. We produce.
any given reference subject to any scale, or develop YOUR own ideas on the subject. This
month's photo above is a practical example of giving the client what HE wants.

This is an imaginary early 18th century 'STAR* TYPE GARRISON EORT, in 50mm scale, designed
for practical Wargaming. He enclosed a rou^ sketch-plan of his requirements, overall area
22 X 20 inches, and suggestions for interior facilities he would like if space permitted.
Plus a carrying case for mobility. Could we research and develop the project ?,

The client's reaction on delivery was - "MAGNIPICEHT . In view of the limted space problem
we 'cheated' somewhat by reducing scale thickness of the walls and building interior
facilities into them, as can be seen. We managed to include;- Garrison HQ, Officers Quarters,
Troops Quarters, Detention Block, Stables, Commissariat, Covered Well, Underground Magazine,
and Inner Rampart. Removable tops allow defenders to be placed inside Gate Towers and other
sectors. Gates and doors are practical. Everything to scale except steps - enlarged to
accomodate client's 30niin figures as shown and facilitate movement.

All of which is to remind you that MINIATURE WAREARE Ltd offers a trily comprehensite service
and can provide what YOU want - IF WE HATE'NT GOT IT. WE'LL GET IT EOR YOU - IF WE CAN'T GET
IT. WE CAN PROBABLY MATTE PP i Maybe we can solve YOUR problem ? We specialise in MADE-TO-
ORDER MODELS for those seeking items not commercially available, and/or for manufacturers
looking for 'new'ideas anH 'master' models to extend or supplement their existing ranges —
Figures, Accessories, Architectviral Models, Dioramas, etc, to any scale,

I?ETiTA'RLB MAIL ORDER SEBFICE; ^ Wargamers are finding that we deliver the goods 1
An you do is study the English language publications adverts, and list your requirements.
State title, tererence number and quantity required of each item, plus manufacturer or
publisher's nflwia gnd listed prices. Total the prices, add packing & postage charges, and send
cash/ sterling cheque/ money order - payable Miniature Warfare Ltd - and we do the rest,
(Packing & Postage; U,K, orders £10 or over no charge. Under £10 ̂ d 10^ ̂  £, Europe all
orders 15?^ in 8, Overseas Sea Mail 20^ in £, Overseas Airmail 40^ in £,)

MINIATURE WARFARE Ltd, 18b The Pantiles,
TUNRRIDGE WELLS, KENT, ENGLAND, phone 37824



32, MANSFIELD LANE, CALVERTON, NOTTINGHAM. Telephone: (0602) 203849

MINIATURES
(SALES) LTD.

FANTASY FIGURES

FD1 Dwarf (two-handed axe or
hamrrier 12p

FD2 Dwarf attacking (axe or hammer) . .12p
F03 Dwarf thief or Light Infantryman

(sword or spear) 12p
FD4 Dwarf (spear or two-handed axe) .12p
FD4a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD5 Dwarf Crossbowman/Handgunner

(crossbow or handgun) 12p
FD6 Dwarf Hatbardier (assorted

polearms) • 12p
FD6a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD7 Dwarf in Full Mail (sword or

hammer) 12p

F1 Old Wizard (staff) 15p
F2 Fighting Bishop (mace, flail or

hammer) 15p
F3 Young Wizard (dagger) 15p
F4 Warrior Priest (rriace, flail or

hammer) 15p
F5 Thief (sword or dagger) ..15p
F6 Fat Warrior 15p
FB1 Northern Barbarian 15p
FM1 Troll (hammer or club) 30p
FM2 Ogre (hammer or club) 30p
FM3 Gigantic Rat 30p
FM4 Were Rat 30p
FM6 Giant Rat Bp
FM7 Golem 12p
FM8 Gargoyle 30p
FM9 Harpy 30p
FM10 Giant Bat 12p
FM11 Salamander 20p
FM12 Cockatrice 30p
FM13 Owl-Bear 40p
_FM14 Spectre 15p
FM15 Minataur 40p
FM16 Unicorn 20p

FM17 Basilisk 30p
FM18 Skeleton Wariior 15p
FW1 Woman Warrior in Chainmail and

Shield (sword or hammer) 12p

FG1 Goblin attacking with cleaver 12p
FG2 Great Hobgoblin attacking 25p

FC1 Lord of Chaos mounted on

Heil Horse 60p

VIKINGS
VI Two-handed Axeman 12p
V2 Archer 12p
V3 Heavy Infantry with spear 12p
V4 Heavy Infantry with sword 12p
V5 Spearman 12p

GUNFIGHTERS
W1 Doc Holiday 12p
W2 WyattEarp 12p
W3 Buffalo Bill 12p
W4 Butch Cassidy 12p
W5 Sundance Kid 12p

Rules and Publications
Fantasy Gaming Magazines
White Dwarf 1,2.3,4 5(

Underworld Oracle 1,2,3 3!
Troltcrusher5,6 41

New Fantasy miniatures rules
EMERALD TABLET £4.35

Character Sheets, pad of 20 40p

Judge's Guild D & D Aids

City State of the Invincible Overlord C6.50
Tegel Manor £3.50
Character Chronicle Cards £1.50

First Fantasy Campaign
(Blackmoor Castle) £5.95

Wargames Research Group Publications
3000BCto1250AD £1.30

1685—1845 £1.30
Armour/Infantry 1925—1950 £1.20
Armour/Infantry 1950—1975 £1.20
Renaissance Rules £1.20

Armies of the Macedonian and

PunicWars £1.80

Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Armies and Enemies of Ancient ,
Egypt and Assyria £2.70
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome .£2.70
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars .£2.70

Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50

Fantasy Xmas Cards. 6 for £1.00
Western Gunfight Skirmish Rules £1.80

Postage and Packing
UK — 10% (minimum of 15p)

Overseas — 40% (minimum of 50p)
Orders over £5 post free in the UK.

VISIT OUR MIDLAND STOCKIST

THE NOTTINGHAM MODEL SOLDIER

SHOP, PROPRIETOR JOHN WALKER

RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15 & 1:24

SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON

101 8iR36 'Hinode" radio control
systems for 1:15, 1:25 & 1:35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 Scale System, PLACON 101/27
RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID. UK ONLY

Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre-wlred twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions.
The above system can be installed in any make of 2 motor (remote) tank
kit in 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo. Bandai.
N.B. The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be substituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
receiver and transmitter lor when radio control is not required. Range
varies from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to conditions.

tTs:; ,k

HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37.00
Radio control system for 1:15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tan)
kits. For example: Tamiya. Nichimo. Bandai.
System contains: 27D/IHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing moto" from tank kit and supressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnn ir plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.

Range varies from 30ft. to 60ft. according to conditions.
SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS; EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS
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THESE SUPERB FIGURES ARE INSPIRED BY FILMS AND SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS:

STS 1 Trooper in Powered Battle Armour with Missile Launcher.
ST 2 Trooper in Personal Armour Kneeling.
ST 3 Trooper Unarmoured.
ST 4 Star Raider (Enemy Alien)
ST 5 Humanoid Warrior

STS 6 Arachnid Warrior (Giant Spider)
ST 7 Cytwrg Warrior
STS 8 Robot Fighting Machine
ST 9 Black Starlord

ST 10 White Starknight
ST 11 Young Hero
ST 12 Humanoid Robot

ST 13 Robot

ST 14 Space Pirate Captain
ST 15 Space Pirate with Missile Launcher
ST 16 Space Pirate with Pulse Rifle

Items coded STS are Special Figures^'^
All others at 12p

NEW

SWORD

AND

SORCERY 25mm

SSS3 Thoth Amon

Seated in throne of

skulls borne by

eight slaves.

Combat Vehicles and

Spacecraft

to follow

Arch-Wizard of the Hyperborean

age, on impressive skull ornamented throne.
The whole on a litter carried at shoulder height

by eight slaves.
A most imposing and sinister piece.

INTERSTELLAR CONFLICTS

IN 25mm SCALE

FROM

GARRISON

GREENWOOD
(^BALL LTD
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

TEESSIDE.

In USA:
Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin -St.. North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In France:

Arbois Modelisme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32.93700
Drancy.

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ontario
KIM 5Z4.

In Australia:
Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY, SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB

Tel. BARRY 740374

We would like to wish all our customers a very Merry Christmas, and
thank you for your continuing support during the year. Below is a
sample of our popular "Crimean War" range which will make excellent
Christmas Presents.

EMB4* Two Br. Officers in winter dress complete with boxes, ■fire,
coffee pot, cups etc.

EMB5 Private in Greatcoat carrying fire wood
EMB6* Florence Nightingale attending wounded soldier in bed
EMB7 British Surgeon
EMB16* Two British officers discussing Colt and Adams Revolvers
EMB16 Private wearing Greatcoat and full equipment holding

musket and mug
All the above figures can all be complemented with each other.

Single Figures £1.6Q — Double Figures* £2.95

New lists available on receipt of SAE. All previous lists cancelled

USA Trade and Retail Distributors:

EXCALIBUR HOBBIES !
170 Mass Avenue,
Arlington, Msiss 02174 I
USA I

SKIRMISH LINE MINIATURES
78 Old Farmers Road,
Long Valley
New Jersey 07853
USA

Post and Packing: UK all orders under £5.00 10% minimum 20p
Over £5.00 post free
Overseas surface mail 30% Airmail 60%

NEW ENSIGN WARSHIPS
Metal 1200 Waterline Models

H.M.S. YORK cruiser 1941 0.50

H.M.S. EXETER cruiser 1939 0.50

U.S.S. GRIDLEYdestroyer 1942 65p
I. J.N. YUB ART light cruiser 1942 .85p

Introducing a new range of
detailed models

WARSHIPS of TODAY

LEANDER CLASS frigate with SEACAT 0.00
U.S. SUFFOLK COUNTY CLASSLST 0.50

U.S. ADAMS CLASS DDG guided missile destroyer 0.00
U.S KNOX CLASS DE guided missile destroyer 0.00
U.S. LOS ANGELES CLASS SSN nuclear submarine 40p

Postage 10%: minimum lOp: overseas extra.
Full Catalogue 25p Post Free U. K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
LOWER BALLOO ROAD

GROOMSPORT CO. DOWN BT19 2LU N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Know las and Iv/y B. Knowies

373 HIGH STREET NORTH. MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 SPG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN AR/MS
PUBUCHOUSE

mX

z ■
UGH a NORTH

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/MODEL
>«A1Y 1 I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT. NO DRA&ONS
DWARF5

NOR DUNGEONS ?

NO? "NO NODHY NOR BIO-EARS!
BUT OVER 5^50 WAfi&ME"5 ITEMS IN I5hm.*
FROM ANCIENTS THROUGH TO WORLD WAR 2.

PETER LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p for sample figure and full list

PETER LAING

MInden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

U.S. Wargamers can obtain PETER LAING's metal 15mm figures through
the following dealers

Soldier World, USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsbury, PA 17361

The Three Musqueteers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside, CA 92040

Thor's TOC {Tactical Operations Center) Box 297, Ft. Meade MD 20755

The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jefferson St.. Rockviile, MD 20852

Royal Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street, Rockford, ILL 61107

* TH E" SCALE" WlT« A OF A0VANTft6ES.
AUSTRALIA

sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



If you want your wargame figures to be more than
coloured counters • If you are a connoisseur collector

If you want quality and value for money , . .
.  . . then

Eammmg iWmiaturcsf
are what you are looking for.

From Ancients to Napoleonics in beautifully detailed 25mm scale cast in high quality metal

And now, with the same fine detail, separate weapons etc. 20mm WW II British & Germans
(USA etc. to follow) also authentic medieval campaign & battle rules.
Send 25p for catalogue to 45 Wenlock Street, Hull, HU3 1DA (overseas 50p)

We shall be at Leeds University Union (Riley Smith Hall) on 10 Dec.

Main Canadian & USA Stockists:—
FROST MINIATURES, 11516 - 41 AVE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA T6J 0V1
THE THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST, LAKESIDE, CA 92040
C. S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209
C. H. JOHNSON, 1313 WICKAPECKO DR, WANAMASSA, N.J. 07712

LAMMING MINIATURES 45 WENLOCK STREET HULL HU3 IDA TELEPHONE 26896

1/1200 METAL SHIP KITS

HMS SHEFFIELD (1975)
TYPE 42 DESTROYER
KIT. £1.15

WESTLAND LYNX
HELICOPTER (Per 3)

40p
SHEFFIELD NAME
PLATE 15p each

Liberty Ship (Type C1)
HMS Roberts (15" gun monitor)....
IJNS Asashio (destroyer)
iJNS 1-16, type C1 submarine
IJNS 1-40. type B2 submarine
115' Fairmile MTB type '0' (per 2).
HMS Algerine (minesweeper)..
Sunderland flying boat (per 2)
HMS Barfoil (bar class)
Russian 'G' class nuc. sub
U Class Submarines (per 2)
HMS Pursuer (Carrier)
HMS Ajax 1942 (Cruiser)
HMS Dreadnought (Nuc. Sub.)
RFA Gold Ranger (Tanker)
RFA Robert Middleton (Supply)
German "E " Boat (packet of 2)...!"!^
Russian "J" Class Submarine..
HMS Jutland (Destroyer)
LCT. 3 (Landing craft, tank 190')....
HMS Caesar (Destroyer)

UN Midget Submarine Type 'A' (per 8)
Mk. IV Cromwell Tank (per 10)

. Diamond Breakdown Truck (per 10)
GMC DUKW Amphibian (per 10)
AEC Articulated Tractor (per 10)
Bedford Tanker (per 10)
USS Tuilibee Submarine
UN 46' Landing craft (per 6)
Crusader tank (per 10)
Bren gun carrier (per 10)
25 pdr. Field gun (per 10)
AEC 6 ton Crane (per 10)
Scammell 30 ton Tank Transporter (per 4)..
HMS Resolution (Nuc. Sub)
Oil storage tanks (per 4)
Russian "D " class Submarine
Russian "R" class Submarine
Russian "V" class Submarine
Flower class corvette
LCT. 8. Abbeville (Tank landing craft)
300ft Floating Dock

1  -1200 SCALE VEHICLES FOR YOUR ASSAULT SHIPS. LCT'S AND BEACH LANDINGS
PLEETLIN E MODEL COM PAN Y DEPT. mm From your usual supplier or direct from FLEETLINE
224c FORTON ROAD, GOSPORT, HANTS. P & P 5p per ship, min, lOp. (Over £5.00 Post Free)
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HAS EVERY TOARD^WAR^ME
At Games Centre, we have almost 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board wargame,
fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S.P.i., Avaion Hill, Game Designers'
Workshop, Battieiine, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R. and many more.

ca// in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and advice if you need it.

16J Hanway Street 2 Castle Street
London W1A 2LS Kingston Upon Thames
01-6368278 01-5496486

open six days a week — browsers weicome

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles"

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW. MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV 20p
NEWI Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 -35

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman

F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf, Cav' Off.

F4 Jrhadia Rifleman

F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL GATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules. 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.00

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £3.00

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B"? Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
813 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
Bl'7 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infahtry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 infantry Standing Firing
8Z6 Infantry Advancing
8Z7 infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
6Z8 infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p

Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY

H1 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only
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*25mm T radition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Ciive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Aian
Caton.

*80mm figures by Jeff Wiiiis.

80mm figures by Aian Caton.

*90mm figures by Chas. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in mostscaies.

Numerous reference books and
painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Oid Britains and other coiiector's
models.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

Plus a selection of miiitaria and military prints.

*\Ne are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on ail mail orders-10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

STOP PRESS - LATEST RELEASE - AVAILABLE NOW...

90mm SWEDISH FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER 1900 by Jeff Willis £4.25

^ii:*£i,dLiLltiLoxiL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 • Tel: 01-493 7452
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THE GIANT OF THE DESERT WAR.
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Armed with a 75mm gun, capable of punching
holesinall butthethickestarmour,theAmerican M3
Lee tank proved aformidablefighting machine in
battles with the Germans in North Africa.

The Leefoughtthe German Panzer IV'sand
Tigerl's in Tunisia and despite heavy losses turned
thetideofbattleinfavour of the Allies.

Towering somellfeetabove the ground, the
Lee was, undoubtedly, thegiant of the Desert War.

Nowthisfamoustank is included intheAirfix
l;32nd scale AFV range of kits. It incorporates
elevatingguns,revolvingturrets,flexibletracksand
all theexternalequipmentitcarried in service.

Three sets of authentic decals are provided
plus afull painting guide.

Technical Details
Engine - 400 hp air-cooled radial
Maximum Speed -22mph
Battle Weight -60,0001b
Height -lift
Armament -75mm gun, 37mm gun,

30 cal machi ne gun

AMERICAN M3 LEE TANK 1933
1:32 Scale Armour Series.

jRFi:

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


